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HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM IS
POSSIBILITY IF PLANS PROVE
PRACTICABLE---FOR PRESENT
Girls Organize Basketball Team and
Will Have Tennis Club When
Weather Permits.
President— Mies elnrguerite Canus-
geS•
secretary—Miss Mary H. Jennings,
Treasurer--alies Miklred Orme. -
Organization of the girls' athletic
association in Paducah High school
was effected yesterday afternoon with
a membership of 20, and the previ-
ously mentioned officers. Work of
forming basket ball teams will begin
at once. This will not be the only
form of sport indulged in, as the
members intend to organize tennis
teams when the weather is more fa-
vorable. A delay was occasioned in
the organization of this association
by their failure to secure a place to
Practice, but the faculty kindly offer-
ed the second floor of the Washington
building, until the Eagles' Hall is
vacated by the Catholic school.
A High, School "Gyre."
Today Principe! W. It Sugg and
Supt. John A. Caruagey will inspect
the Washington building attic wtk
view of planning fitting it out foteath-
lents. it is roomy 'and with few
changes can be converted into a gym-
nasium..
tirade Society Orgenizem.
Yesterday afternoon a "primary
teachers' class' was organized at
Waists-Mgt-on building with Miss Lillie
Burdilie president and Miss Addle
Byrd secretary, and is composed of
first glade teachers inclusively. The
class will meet every month, following
the regular teachers' reading circle,
and a regular program will be carried
out. The that program has been as-
signed as follows: "A Model Lesson",
Miss Ella Larkin. and "Suggestions
for Busy Work", Miss Lillie Burdine.
Superintendent Carnagey will or-
ganize teachers of each grade into a
class and hold meetings once a
month, these taking the place of the
regular grade meeting. He will con-
duct them on the same plan that the
monthly reading circle is, conducted,
believing that better results can be
secured. The twice a month meeting
of grades plan has been abolished.
Rev. W. E. Rourquin Speak..
Rev. William Bourquin spoke to
the High school this morning on
"Character". His address was excel-
lent and greatly appreciated.
CAPTAIN'S PLACE 'PROF. LE SUES
OFFERED COLLINS FOR HIS SALARY
UNDER HARRISON FOR LAST MONTH
Chief of Police CoLins has been of-
fered a captaincy in the department
by political friends of Tom Harried:ie.
contingent, of course, upon the elec-
tion of Mr. Harrison. and the lining
tip of Chief Collins' friends actively
for Mr. Harrison before the election.
Chief Collins has refused the prop-
()seism. as might have been expected.
Chief Collins, It seems, is not dicker-
ing for a reduction in rank from chi*
to captain.
How Much authority this gentle-
man had to bind Mr. Harrison by
promise, is not known; but he stands
high in the councils of the political
factions, whose candidate Mr. Harri-
son was at the primary and he urged
Chief Collins to get his friends in the
thick of the tight.
- Mr. Harrison made his campaign
In the primary on the platform of
ousting Chief of Pollee Collins. He
did not win on that platform. He won
because the organization of the oppo-
sition went to pieces when Hon.
Charles Reed dropped out of the con-
test; but he made his fight against
ehe /thief, Just the same.
KILLS HIS WIFE.
Florida Mae Then Drinks Carbolic
Acid and Dies,
Key West, Fla., Oct. 8.— Austin
Griffin shot and-killed his wife this
morning at the breakfast table, then
—committed feticide by drinking car-
bolic add. Mrs. Griffin had parted
from her husband, but he refhsed to
ieave the house, demanding half of
the property. This morning the hus-
band demanded an understanding,
and she refused to converge with htm.
He drew his r tver and shot and
killed her. I then drank carbolic
acid, dying or later.
DOI' DEAD, iOTflALL VICTINf.
Salt Lake City south Succumbs To
Hurt Received in Game.
Salt I.ntke City, Oct. S.— Eugene M.
Bourne, 13 years old, who died here
yesterday, is the first victim of Toot-
ball this season. He received a blow
on the head in a game last Monday.
Coneussion, inflammation and hem-
orrhage of the brain was the cause
of death given by attending physi-
cians.
TEXAS ANNULS CHARTERS
OF 970 CORPORATIONS.
Austin, Tex., Oct. 8.— Secretary ot
State Dashlell has declared forfeited
the permits to do business in Texas
on 250 outside corporations and has
forfeited the charters of 720 domestic
t.orporations because of failure to pay
their annual franchise tax to the
state.
Chocolate Prime Soar.
New York, Oct. Another pro-
duct that has felt the effect of rising
prices is chocoktte, in which decided
adelnees have been made In the pest
few days. The increased consumption
Is given as one of the principal causes
of the advance.
Prof. C. M. Web, formerly imperils
tendent of city schools, today filed
suit astaluat the school lesard of Pa-
ducah for $166.66, his salary for the
month of August. The petition states
that the plaintiff ente-ed into a con-
tract with the school board in March
1906, to serve for a term of one year
from September 1, 1906, and that he
discharged his duties regularly and
satisfactorily until he was notified
that a successor would take charge
August 1. He was to re,-eive for the
entire year $2,000 in installments of
$166 66 each month.
This suit was expected. The board
Is divided on the question of paying
the amount. Some members insist
there was a mistake in the contract;
that the contract for the preceding
year was from August to August;
there was a matter of one month be-
tween the termination of one contract
seid the inception of the other, and
snice he was paid for that month
nothing is due him for August, 1907
Others say he worked during that
month and earned the salary, and
they insist on living up to the con-
tract.
Prof. Lieb brings the suit to vindi-
cate his course
ENGINEER KILLED.
Postal Clerk Hurt in Coast Line
Wreck in North Carolina.
Reeky Mount, N. C., Oct. 8.— The
northbound Florida and West Indian
limited passenger train on the Attain-
tic__C.oast tine ran into an open
switch add collided with an engine at
South Rock, . Mount at 4 o'clock this
morning. Engineer W. Boney of the
passenger train was instantly killed
and Postal Clerk T. T. Hill slightly
Injured. Although many passengers
were thrown from their berths, none
suffered injury.
Both engines were completely de-
molished, as also were the mail, ex-
press and baggage cars.
German Fleet Will Visit Us.
Washington, Oct. 8.— For the last
two weeks a report has been goins
about diplomatic and naval circles in
Washington to the effect that Germa-
ny will send a fleet of warships on a
friendly Mission to the port of New
York during the absence of the At-
lantic battleship fleet on its cruise to
the Pacific.
Condition of Judge Husbands.
The condition of Judge L. D. Hus-
bands is about the same this after•
noon. He rallied some after !eta-
night and was better than during the
early evening. Mr. Cook Husbands
arrived from Rlishmond on Sande:,
and is with his father.
Kentucky Aground.
Norfolk. Oct-. 8.-- The battleshir
Kentuckg went aground today a few
miles below Notlork. The battleship
was tuoviug .at a moderate speed
n she struck the bottom and rani
med her nose into the mud. Help was
sent fioni the Newport News ship
yards. •
PLANTERS CHOOSE
ALL OLD OFFICERS
AT GUTHRIE TODAY
Guthries, Ky., Oct. 8.—(Special)—
A meeting of the 'directors of the
Planters' Protective association, of
Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia,
here, old officers were re-elected as
follows:
Charles H. Fort, president; T. T.
Bondurant, vice-president; Felix
Wing, general manager; Mrs. N. E.
Greene, secretary; George Suawadeu,
treasurer; John D.- Scates, Dr. J. W.
Dunn, J. B. Jackson, Polk Prince, ad-
visory board.
IUSUGH AND READY.
Was Levi nougli, Who Started and
Finished Rough House.
Levi Rough, colored, was fined $75
in police court. Levi has been out
of the big jail but a short time. Last
night he visited the house of Mary
and Sallie Thomas, on Caldwell
strtee, and outstayed kie welcome.
When requested to leave, he reap-
peared and hurled A brick at Mary
Thomas. striking her in the abdomen.
Sallie came next, and Levi used a
fence picket with effect. He disabled
her arms, and then went in to dis-
figure her face, succeeding admirably.
ENGLAND Ti) l'AV
$130,000 RANSOM FOR ('All).
Tangier. Oct. N.—The release of
Cald Sir Harry MacLean, who for
some time has been keid captive by
the Bandit Raisuli, at larst seems to be
within measureable distance. Infor-
mation came today on the best possi-
ble authority, of the acceptance by
the British government of Raisuli'a
reduced terms for MacLean's release,
the principal items being $150,000
ransom, and British protection for
Raisuli and his family. Great Brit-
ain's advance of the ransom will be
guaranteed by Sultan Abd-El-Asiz.
Sir Harry MacLean's, brother is now
at Rabat bringing the negotiations
with the sultan to a close.
SULTAN'S ACCEPTANCE.
Of Principles Involved fa French
Claims Is AU MInlatss.Wants. -
Tangier, Oct. 8.—It is officially
stated that the visit of French Minis-,
ter M Regnault, to Sultan Abdel
Asia, at Rabat, will be brief. He will
present the French claims in detalls
but will not wait for the complete
adjudication, his present purpose be-
ing to secure the sultan's acceptance.
of the principle involved.
More Rumors of War.
San Francisco, Oct. 8.—The Pa-
cific mail steamer San Jose. from
Panama and way stations, arriving
in this port today, brought word of
tbe capture of the port of Acajutia
In the latter part of September by
the Honduran land forces after a bat-
tle with the army of Salvador.
Senator Fleming Dead.
Ludlow, Ky., Oct. F.—State Sena-
tor R. H. Fleming. 65 years old, died
at his home today from paralysis of
the heart.
MASSAC COUNTY FAIR.
Metropolis, III., Oct. R. (Special.)
—The Massac county fair opened au-
spiciously today with a large attend-
ance. School children are attending,
Thursday has been declared a holi-
day by Mayor Elliot and nearly all the
stores and local business houses will
close to allow their clerks to attend
the fair.
SILVER SERVICE DEC. 15.
Mr. J I.. Wolff, the jeweler. who
secured a contract to furnish a silver
service to be presented by the city of
Paducah to the U. S. gunboat Padu-
cah, has received word from eastern
Jewelers engaged In preparing the set,
that it will be December 15 before the
set is finished, the company reserving
several weeks grace in event of de-
lays. Mr. Wolff apprised Mayor Yet-
tier of the fact, and ha has tommuni-
rated the fact to the navy department,
THEY WANT A CROWD.
In a brazen effort to attract a
crowd at Reidland Friday night to
hear Eugene Graves speak, his man-
agers advertised in the News-Demo-
crat last evening a joint debate be-
tween him and Prof. George 0. Me-
Broom at that place. Prof. McBroom
has never been invited to participate
in any such affair and has a date for
that night in another part of the
county. Recently some Of Graves'
orators went to that place and met a
frost. • They were hold If they would
have McBroom there, they could draw
a crowd, so they announced that they
would.
HON. T. J. BR1 AN ADDRESSES INTERURBAN FRANCHISE WILL
AUDIENCE IN PADUCAH FROM BE DISCUSSED AT MEETING OF
THE REAR PLATFORM OF CAR COMMITTEE AND A1TORNEYS
Famous Nebraskan
This City in His Swing
1
Through Kentucky In In-
terest of State Ticket--
Speaks at Eighth and Clay
MANY GO OUT TO if E tit HIM.
About an hour late the Bryan spe-
cial rolled into Paducah this after-
noon, carrying Mr. Bryan, Urey
Woodson, Democratic national com-
mitteeman, Governor Beckham and
State Auditor Hager and others.
There was a large crowd to greet Mr,
Bryan. Among them were local Dem-
ocratic candidates and committeemen.
There was no attempt at formalities.
Mr. Bryan was scheduled for 30 min-
utes here, and they did not wish to
take up time with any sort of recep-
tion.
The Bryan schedule will not be in-
terfered with except that there will
be delay everywhere.
The original itinerary was:
At Sforganfield at 5.30 a. m.
At Marion at 11:15 a. m.
At Princeton at 12 rn.
At Paducah at 2 p.
At Mayfield at 3:03 p. m.
At Fulton at 4:35 p. en.
At Murray at night.
Upon returning to Louisville Wed-
nesday morning via Paducah Mr. Bry-
an will go to Bloomfield. Ind.
Senator
Smithland, , Oct. t...--(Special)
—A petition is being circulated to
have the name of G. D. Scyster, a
popular merchant of this city. placed
on the ballot for state senator in this
district, comprising Livingston, Cal-
loway, Trigg and *yea counties, mow
represented by Con Linn. Mr. Scyster
is a well known Republican, and will
make his race on the county unit
plank.
ANOTHER STRIKE
ON HENDERSON'S
STREET CAR LINE
Henderson, Oct. 8.—(Special) —
Street car motormen and conductors
struck at 11 o'clock this morning for
the second time in two months. The
discharge of the assistant superinten-
dent is believed to be the cause.
CHINA GETS CONTROL
Of All Her Old Telegraphic Connec-
tions in Russian Shoo-burin.
Pekin, Oct. 8.--A new telegraph
convention between Rusts and China
was signed here today. Under it Chi-
na recoveraalLher previous telegraph
rights in Russian Manchuria, and 2.-
000 miles of lines and connections
are-formally turned back to her. Rus-
sia surrendered the privilege she Ilas
exercised since the Boxer outbrak
and in th future will ply telegraph
royalties to China.
Thomas Troutman Kicked.
Thomas Troutman, the grocer at
Twelfth and Jackson streets, was
kicked on the leg by a vicious horse
Monday evening, and seriously injetr-
ed. The horse's hoofs struck Mr
Troutman just above the knee and
the flesh was torn. bet no bones were
broken. Dr. Pendley desssed the in-
jury.
Call Out General Strike,
Havana. Oct. 8.—A call from the
Federation of Labor for a general
strike of all the working men unions
in Cuba is momentarily expected
Leaders of organizations declare there
is no other means of winning the en-
fritters' strike against the United
Railroad company.
Eiffel Wireless Tower.
Paris, Oct. 8.—Work was started
by the government transforming the
Eiffel tower, the tallest stsucture in
the world, into a wireless telegraph
station. It is believed when it is
completed, wireless messages can be
transtnitted to New York.
_
Reaches' Roosevelt Kept lime to Dixie When
Dears Orchestra Played Favorite
Melody on the Steamer Fowler
President Roosevelt was musical
director for a few moments on the
trip down the Mississippi, when
"Mille" was played by Prof. William
Deal's orchestra, of Paducati, on the
Dick Fowler. When the Fowler and
the Mississippi drifted close together,
the orchestra was stationed on the
side next to the Mississippi. The
To Arrange for Power** Trial.
Georgetown, Oct. 8.--(Special)
A conference was held this 'mottling
by Special Judge Monte and Attor-
neys Franklin and Struts to decide the
date for.Powere trial.
. ̂
'President was standing-If-The rail
The orchestra struck up "Dixie."
President Rosevelt, hat in hand
'stood for a short time listening. Then
,hla hand began to move, and SOOD
,he was beating excellent time with
hi hat on the Mississippi's rail. Ile
smiled when the tune was finished.
waved a salute and started for
the other side of the boat.
POLICE CRUSADE
AGAINST HOUSES
OF IMMORALITY
"Policemen will report all 'gun'
barrel bawdy houses' on their beats"
is the order posted on a bulletin
board in Chief of Police James Col-
lins' office, and patrolmen are ex-
pected to use diligence in carrying
out the order. What it means Is not
clear, except that the department is
said- to be intent on breaking up all
louses of ill-fa nse in resident portions
of the city.
Of late complaint has come in
from certain localities of houses not
thought to be conducted on a strictly
moral plan, and while It is not known
positively by polke that they are
bawdy houses, many indications point
that way. To secure evidence against
such tenants is difficult, but Chief
Collins intends to break them up.
- Since their dispersion from Ken-
tucky avenue the women have scat-
tered.
Cumberland Revisal.
The Cumberland Presbyterian -re-
vival being conducted at Tenth atid
Madison streets by Dr. Hodgins, of
Union City, Tenn., was well attended
last evening. Dr. Hodgins read the
twenty-third psalm as the lesson of
the evening. using a part of the first
verse as his text. A good after meet-
ing was held. Everybody welcome to
these meetings. Services each after-
noon at 2:30 and evening at 7:30.
STANDARD'S BIG STICK.
New York, Oct. 8.—"The Stand-
ard's big stick has driven us out of
the South African business, so we
have to buy Standard oil in that coun-
try to fill our contracts," said Philip
Harrison, of the New York Lubricat-
ing Oil company, who testified today
in the federal suit to dissolve the
Rockefeller great New Jersey cor-
poration. The Standard told ship
lines, he said, they must have lower
rates for them and raised for us, or
the Standard would build its own
ship lines, cut transportation rates
and put them out of business,
BIBLE CLASS TO RESUME.
The Rev. David Cady Wright will
resume his Monday Afternoon Bible
Class on October 14. The meetings
will be held as formerly at the parish
house of Grace Episcopal church
The four Great Prophets, Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Daniel, will be
the studies for the winter. Isaiah
will be taken up next Monday, This
will delight all who have had the
pleasure of attending Mr. Wright's
previous lectures. The class has
been successfully conducted for sev-
eral years and has had a large mem-
bership which is not limited to Mr
Wright's own congregation. He
makes the study of the Bible a very
vivid reality.
RICHARD GEAGAN CLIMBING
W. 0. W. OFFICERS
WILL VISIT CITY
DURING OCTOBER
Paducah Woodmen of the World
are preparing for a gala day celebra-
tion to be held October 15. An elab-
orate program will be outlined, and
the event made one of the biggest
ever held by this lodge in the state
Three national officers will be pres-
ent.
J. C Root, of Omaha, Neb., chief
of woodcraft of America; Morris
Shepherd, of Texas, sievereign banker
of the lodge. and T.E.Patterson. head
of Tennessee Woodmen, will be
guests of the lodges, and there will
be visitors from surrounding towns
for a radius of 150 miles. Speeches
barbecues and horse races will be
features of the nieeting
The Wheel Was Stolen.
That a "guilty conscience needs no
accuser" was proven last night to
the satisfaction of Patrol Driver Tha
Terrell at Third street and Kentucky
avenue when a colored youth 'Canis
riding furiously from the south on a
bicycle. Terrell paid no attention to
him until the boy chanced to see the
bulky patrol driver. With a look of
terror in his eyes the boy fell, rather
than jumped, from the wheel, and
fled.. The wheel was taken to the city
hall to await identification of the
owner.
MORE HARGIS TRIALS.
Lexington, Ky., Oct. S. (Special 1
—The trials of Elbert Hargis, John
Abner and Bill Britton will be called
Saturday afternoon at Sandy Hook
for the tnurder of Dr. Cox.
Stalls An Investigation.
New York, Oct. 8.—Investigation
of the relation of steamship lines en-
'gaged in heavy export business by
the bureau of corporations is ex-
pected to follow the evidence given by
Philip Harrison, manager of the New
York Lubricating Oil company, in the
suit to dissolve the Standard Oil corn
pany of New Jersey,
Mr. Richard Geagen, an attache of
General Agent Stovall's office in the
Memphis Illinois Central freight de-
partment, has been promoted to a po-
sition in the general freight agent's
office in Chicago effective at once, and
will remove his family to Chicago in
a week dr two. Mr. Gesagen went to
work for the Illinois Central in Pa
ducah severel years ago and from
here went to Louisville, then to Mem-
phis, and the position he was appoint-
ed to in Chicago is an important one.
In the rate department. He ie a son
of Col. Richard Clesgerr, of this city
The new office carries wilta it a hand-
'some increase in salary.
Saloon Sokt Under Hammer.
Constable A. C. Shelton this morn-
ing sold the saloon of Griffin & Wil-
son, the old Marble Hall stand on
Broadway. to A. C. Mitchell for $175,
stock and fixtures. Mitchell repre-
sented the Frank Fehr Brewing com-
pany. whet attached the saloon for a
debt of $176.
Mrs Chadwick's Condition,
Columbus, 0., Oct s.— Mrs. Chad-
wick's physician said this morning
her condition is practically unchanged
Although very weak, she appears to
be holding her own. be said.
THE WEATHER.
PLEASANT.
Enter City Streets' on Same
Terms as Steam Railroad
and do Not Have to Pure
chase Franchise at Public
Outcry.
THE MAITIELD-PADUCAH TANS)
lute: urban traction companies se-
cure rights of way ento and over city
streets on the same basis and by the
same terms as steam railroads, in the
opinion of Mr. Campbell Flout-trey.
one of the attorneys for the Paducah
Southern company, which has sur-
veYed a route between Paducah and
Mayfield, and for that reason, th•
company is asking for a franchise
without the formality of public sal*
anti purchase.'
Mr. Flournoy introduced the mat-
ter before the board of mulct:men
last night, and a conference will be
held by the traction company repro-
sentati‘es. the mayor, city solicitor
and ordinance committee.
This question of franchise has been
thoroughly threshed out in Louisville.
Owensboro and other Kentucky cities
on interurban lines, and there seems
to be little confusion as to the Intent
and meaning of the statutes.
The only thing in the way of the
construction of the line between Pa-
ducah and Mayfield. with the ulti-
mate intention of extending it, to the
Mississippi river and into Tennessee,
Is the Paducah franchise. The com-
pany has ample financial backing by
eastern capitalists. and, most of the
right of way between Paducah and
Mayfield has been secured.
I. C. PAY CAR.
Wednesday morning. October 16,
tire filittots Central pay est wit 'are
rive in Paducah front Mounds, IV
AMERICAN PLAN:-
The Hague, Oct. 8.—The entire
Anglo-American project providing for
obligatory arbitration was approved
at this morning's meeting of the com-
mittee On arbitration by 11 votes
to 9
' Pair and meter tonight, Preteibls
Hatt frost. Wednesday fair and warm-
er. Highent temperature yesterday.
71; lowest today, 49.
RAILROAD WINS CASE.
The case of Ed Buchanan aganst
the Illinois Central Railroad company
for damages, resulting from alleged
malpractice on the part of Dr. Dillon,
who set the plaintiff's broken arm at
the Illinois Central hospital, was de-
cided yesterday in favor of the de-
fendant by a jury In the Madison-
ville c:rcuit court. A number of Pude.-
cah plesicians were witnesses.
WILL LOVE IS HEAVILY
FINED IN POLICE COM'?
Will Love, who was subpoenaed at
witness for the city in the case
against lisigb aloyle, charged in tha
policecourt With Sunday selling, was
fined $3 for contempt this morning by
Judge David Cross. Love did not ap-
pear at the trial and when Detective
Will Baker went to Louisville and
arrested him, he was released by
Louisville police officer, and went to
Indiana. He returned recently. He
was under bond. but that has not
been paid on forfeiture.
DIXIE MILLS FORECLOSURE.
Application was made yesterday
afternoon before Judge Reed by the
Globe Hank and Trust company for a
recel;rer for the Dixie Knitting mills,
and Cecil Reed was agreed upon as
receiver. The Globe Bank and Trust
company 'is trustee of the bonds of
the knitting company and the appli-
cation is a move toward a foreclosure
of the bonds. The company is capi-
talized for $6e,000, and bonded foe
840;400. The Dixie Knitting mills
succeeded to the business and plant of
the Alden Knitting mills, and is b'.
rated at Eighth and Norton streets.
The company manufactures mennt
and women's home, and employed
about 150 hands, principally girls and
boys. Mr. R. B. Phillips and Mr.
George C. Wallace are the principal
stockholders, and the bonds are
mostly owned by local people. The
plant of the company under the fore.
closure suit will probably be sold
sometime within the nest 30 days.
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Is your comb telling a story, the story
2ielf?falitlienifdtabirad? i yN o tTah pe 1 es taosryan tweet otrxiis4
pleasant—the story of Ayer's Hair
Bear be on the see sae. Ask 
Vigor. Promptly, steps failing hair, des-
4866, about A,c,,,, Hair visor. fire: troys dandruff, keeps the scalp healthy.
sis as kr sews. lie now what is best. Does not color the hair. Ir.-L.1170m.
.a. 4.4.4.40
THEATRICAL NOTES
A dr-r 1-1—r-re%.10.1.4111
THEATRICAL CALENDAR.
Irateaday night—King of tiw Cattle
'Lenge.
Wednesday night—The Vendetta.
Thumetay aight--.1aue Fest-orals hi
lbeen's Doll House.
Friday night—The Young Buffalo.
Saturday matinee—Chas. Ii„ Has.
feed in 'ow 7vIervisaivi of Venice.
Saturday night—Hanford in Cleo-
"Anita. The Singing Girl."
The declaration of the Kentucky's
new managenvent that they will play
. attractiee-
Mar..
••popular prices" was given .corrobo-
tation lam night. "Anita, the Singing
played to a small but apprece
alive audience last night at The Ken-
atcky. The show is a drama set to
mush., in three acts. The plinelpals
are all good and the show last night
Sid not drag at any time.
About 'Theater Prices,
There is a general feeling in Pa-
ducah that the prices of theatrical
attractions at the Kentucky have not
been properly gaged the past several
seasons. The complaint is that too
often a show charges the local public
$1.50 %hen $1 would be a fair ad-
inieelon for the. attraction offered.
Often the companies worth 50 cents
and 75 cents have played at $1, and
the natural consequence is that the
show-going public hesitates to give
Its hearty support to any other than
he best known stars.
AtE
There is an actual cost value at-
'ached to a theatrical production.
based upon the character of the peo-
ple presenting the play, the attention
-elven to scenic effects, number of
people employed, etc., and a knowl-
edge 44 these -matters Is absolutely
necessary before a local manager can
properly represent his public.
A fact not generally known is that
the management of the company re-
"orves the right to name the price at
which the attraction appears. Howev-
er, if the house management is
:borough!), informed as to the value
of the performance, there are argu-
ments he can bring forward, which
will in many cases secure an equita-
ble price.
If you could buy an IS-Ka-
rat golden hat, you couldn't
expect it to do any more than
wear right, look tight and fit
right.
The
LUdlOW
Hat
wears right .loues r.ght and
fits right. It isn't made of
gold and it costs $3.00. It
wouldn't be better if It eerc
18-Karat.
Ctiffie 
Wreki
MINS .,.- 
filrf 
eileftlelPS
'''"%lnemacrc_JAeLnnLO 
ms
1
 There are a great many attractions
playing the one night stands that
can he induced to play for 50 cents
r trid 75 cents that are worth the sup
port of the most intelligent theater-
eoer. and which make it possible for
a class of people, who cannot afford
• the $1.50 and $2 attractions, to take
advantage of one of the greatest of
modern educators—the stage.
1 The new managers of the Kentucky
are bending every effort to protect
the local public from unfair prices,
%lid will apply an intelligent knowl-
edge of the stage business in general
.to this end.
As an Instance of their efforts in
'his direction, there will be four
Stows at the Kentucky this week at
eopular prices: one at 50 cents and
three at 75 rents. The 50 cents and
to of the 7ec eats productions will
exceptional attractions at the
prices.
-The two 75 cent shows mentioned
are carrying more than e5 peopleand
,•he leads are in the hands of capable
SHOE
The
Hylo
Look for Nemo on Shoe
"Cher al
I 'sleet
Coltskin.
Swing
Sh a r ;
Medium
Rotad toe
Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refine-
ment and gives that distinc-
tion which marks the well-
dressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
Most styles are $5.00
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
Lendler aLydon
We have several me.) driving horses fir sale at reasenahle prices and
will guarantee them as representel. Call ;Lnd see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
i5 CO R CO RATE D
Livery and ti5ard;n1 Barn. Furth Sired and 'Untidy beaus.
GUY NANCE Cs SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Thud St. Paducah, Hy.
mese 
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy,
President. Caellier,
I' Pury ear,
AsaLstant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
loo•roorahed
Capital $100,000
Surplus   :50,0041
Stockholders liability  100.000
Total security to depositors  $2.10,00O
Accounts of individuals and firm. solicited. We appreciate
small as well RA large &potshots and accord to all the sante
courteous truants at-
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
vi'1,N SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM .7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwav,
men and women, who are artists of
recogreeed ability. Of cue of these
performances Manager •Stalabak of
the Biltat theater, 'Memphis, Tenn.,
writes the local management: "I ant
glad to recommend "Anita, the Sing-
ing Girl" as one of the cleanest com-
edy dramas I have ever played. It
pleased the Bijou's audietots and
Id a larger business than the aver-
age comedy drama offering."
Speaking of the Young Buffalo
company the Cincinnati Commercial-
Tribune compares the production fa-
vorably with "the Squaw Man"„ the
$2 attraction in which William Faver-
sham, one of the country's biggest
stars, him appeared the last two Sea-
Of Mas Jane Corcoran and Charles
B. Hauford, whose prices will be
from 25 cents to $1.50 nothing need
be said as these popular stars and the
capable companies with which they
have always been surrounded, are
already well known to the local pub-
lic.
The Vendetta.
Miss Beatrice Harrington who will
bring her company to the Kentucky
theater foreone performance only, on
Wednesday, October 9, of the Vendet-
ta, has surrounded herself with a
good acting cast. This emotional ac-
tress is pronounced by the press and
public as being the best "Nina" play
ing this wonderful leading part, and
her clever work must be seen to be
appreciated.
Church on Train.
Miss Jane Corcoran, who is play-
ing in "A Doll's House" this year, ap-
peared in "The Freedom of Suzanne"
last season, playing in the cities of
the middle west. That is what hap-
pened on this particular occasion.
Miss Corcoran and her company were
on their way from Des Moines, Iowa,
to Lincoln, Neb., an al night ride.
The company left Des Moines at mid-
night on Saturday night, all taking
sleepers. They expected to arrive in
Lincoln shortly before noon on Sun-
day and did not leave their berths
until late in the morning. When theY
arose., they found themselves lost in
a sea of snow the train having beeh
stopped by the heavy fall. One of the
passengers was a clergyman who ex-
pected to preach in one of the towns
'hat morning. Miss Corcoran attends
church at least once each Sunday and
her remark that she probably would
miss services because of the snow, at-
tracted the clergyman's attention. A
sermon in a sleeping car was the
thing farthest from his mind, but
Miss Corcoran's remark set _him to
thinking. He did not know who his
fellow passengers were and probably
would not have volunteered to offi-
ciate, had not Miss Corcoran follow-
ed ever remark with a few strains of
one of the old hymns, taught her
when a child.
Niels Corcoran's sweet voice decid-
ed the clergyman and his duty, he
afterward said. He volunteered to
lead in prayer and preach the sermon
intended for the congregation in the
'Ale town, if Miss Corcoran would
sing.
"Certainly, I shall sing," she an-
swered.
And there in the midst of a sea of
snow, with the winds howling about
the cars the Nebraska minister spoke
of the homes and the dear ones his
fellow travelers had left behipd, urg-
ed them to live uprightly and to shun
evil.
p.
"Young Buffalo,"
That thrilling, cleverly constructed
melodrama, founded on western bor-
der life, entitled, "Young Buffalo
King of the Wild West," by Charles
E. Blaney; will be held here at The
Kentucky on Friday, October 11.
"Young Buffalo" is a typical Amer-
ican hero, and is surrounded by a
congress of frontier characters of the
sort that "shoot up" thins when the
notion strikes them, as well as man-
ly, heroic, kind that are the basis of
considerable western novels. It is a, 
play full of snap, realism, awe-In-
spiring scenic effects, and withal,
logical—that is. full to the limit,
with exciting situations, and start-
ling climaxes, but yet within the
lines of the possible.
"Young Buffalo," the hero, is an
actual resident of Arizona, a former
miner and cow-puncher, who finally
developed a genius for the stage with
sufficient success to attract the notice
of such a good judge of talent as Mr.
Blaney. And that the latter hate not
erred in entrusting_ the leading part
to Young Buffalo, none will gainsay.
Charles It Hanford.
"Of all Shakespeare's historic:1
plays", says Coleridge "Antony and
Cleopatra is by far the most wonder-
ful." He again says, assigning It a
place even higher than that of being
the most wonderful of the historical
plays, "the highest praise, or rather
HERPICIDE'S MISSION.
warawnim....
It Takes Away the Dread of Birth-
days.
Nothing is more annoying to men
knd women of middle age than to see
those unmistakable signs of age —
thin hair and grayness— approach-
ing. But science has discovered that
these conditions are no longer, "un-
mistakable" evidences of old age, for
the dandruff germ theory proves that
es-en very young people may suffer
hair loss, while those fortunate
enoligh to escape the ravages of-the
scalp germ, retain their abundant
locks to a ripe old age. Newbro's
lierplcide kills the dandruff germ and
removes the risk appearing old be-
PHICSIC1Alliti CURE SKIN WITH I
MMI'Ll.; REMEDY.
Noted lkierna Specialist Comments
on a l'rovesC Specific for Skin
.11111eases.
Physicians everywhere continue
their praise for ordinary oil of win
tergreen In a wonderful specific for
Eczema and other itching skin dis-
eases. This liquid, pure and clean
as water, externally applied has in-
stela effect. A few drops on the
burning, itching sore causes instant
relief, and a !Mort continued use
gives a complete cure.
Dr. C. B. Holmes, of Silver City,
Miss., is po enthusiastic about this
remedy—ti. D. D. Preseription—that
he declares in a letter to the D. D. D.
Company of Chicago that this great
reary aa near a specific for Ecze-
ma s as is quinine for malaria. "1
have been using your D. D. D. for
four years with gratifying results,"
writers Dr. Holmes.
There are thousands of other phy-
sicians who use D. D. D. Prescrip-
tion, the oil of wintergreen specific.
D. D. D. cures and it is so clean to
use. If we did not know what I). D
D. will do we would not recommend
it to our friends and patrons.
R. W. Walker & Co., Fifth and
Broadway.
Call at our store anyway and let
us see the nature of your skin trou-
ble.
form of praise, of this play,
which I can offer in my own
mind, is the doubt which the perusal
always occasions in me whether the
Antony and Cleopatra is not, in all
exhibitions of a giant power in its
strength and vigor of maturKy, a for-
midable rival of Macbeth, Lear Ham-
let and Othello." The epithet, "won-
derful" is unquestionably the right
one to apply to this drama. It is too
vast, too gorgeous, to be approached
without some prostration of the un-
derstanding. It pours such a flood on
noonday splendour upon our senses,
that we cannot gaze upon it steadily.
We have read It again and again;
and the impression which it leaves
again and again is that of wonder.''
—Vide "Knight's Shakespeare."
A spectacular revival of this most
wonderful historical play will be pre-
sented by Mr. Charles B. Haufor 1
during the present season. As Male
Antony, he offers a worthy sequel to
his performance of the same charac-
ter in "Julius Caesar", which will be
of great interest to the student and
equally interesting and entertaining
to the theatergoer who patronises the
theater for an evening's entertain-
ment only. The Antony of this play
must be recorded as another addition
of his successes in the great charac-
ters of Shakespeare. Cleopatra, that
rare Egyptian queen, who pursed up
the heart of Marc Antony at their
first meeting upon the river of Cyd-
nus; "whom everything becomes to
chide, to laugh, to weep," will be in
the hands of that excellent actress,
Miss Alice Willits. A gorgeOus set-
ting of Egyptian ard Roman scenery,
a ballet of dancing girls and a chorus
of youth and beauty, beautifully and
te.a.racteristically costumed, pictures
and pleasing electric effects including
the great scene "The Battle and the
Storm", are a few of the many feat-
ures introduced to sfdd to the interest
and realism of the play.
On Saturday night an opportunity
will be afforded to see Mr. Hanford's
presentation of "Antony and Cleopa-
tra" at The Kentucky. The matinee
attraction will be :Merchant of Ven-
ice."
C
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One Experience Enough.
It
AAA%
He—But, honestly, what was your
real reason for refusing her dinner in-
vitntien?
She—Simply experience! Her cook
used to be mine.
UNJUST DISCRIMINATION,
PAY OFF
THIS IS THE INJUNCTION GIVEN
BY THE BURGLAR.
Charged .4stainst .Two Illinois Rail-
roads in Vaal Distribution.
Washington, Oct. 8.— Two cases,
each invpiving charge of unjust and
discriminatory regulations respecting
the distribution of coal carrying cars
among shippers, were filed today with
the interstate commerce commission.
The complainant in both cases was
the Illinois Colliery company of Chi-
cago, and the defendants were the
Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis and
the Chicago and Alton railrard com-
panies.
COAL STARTS DOWN
THE OHIO RIVER.
Pittsburg, Oct. 8.—Over two mil-
lion bushels of coal were shipped to
southern points today on a sudden
your feeling'', by using the genuine 
and unexpected rise in the riversfore your time. . ve your hair and
Another large shipment will be made
Herpicede. Sold by leading druggists. tomorrow. ,
Two sires, -50c and $1. Send 10c in
stamps for sample to The Herpicide When, faith sews theeglory of char-
Co., Detroit. Mich W. Iff. McPherson actor at the ;end of the way it does' w g• • Ik11)11ERSONSpeciai.Agent. not need feace to keep it in the road. .
Drew Roast. Across Throat of Victim
Whom s Ho. Held fly the Ear
the While.
Charlie Lee, colored, was present-
ed in police court this morning
charged with on the the most unique
of robbery charges, and granted a
contluanee. Lee is alleged to have
robbed Tom Baker, g oae-arnsed ne-
gro, in a house on Kentucky avenue
between Ninth and Tenth streets on
Saturday night, and this is how he is
alleged to have done it.
Walking into Baker's bed room
he seised the sleeping man's ear, and
with a jerk brought him to his senses
In his hand Lee held a sharp razor
It is said. Lifting Baker's head, he is
said to have drawn the razor across
Baker's throat and commanded:
"Pay off, ole niggah, 'my off."
Baker reached for his trousers and
"paid off," giving Lee all his cash.
amounting to $8.50. Lee escaped
but was captured last night after a
diligent search by patrolmen.
BASEBALL NEWS
THE F7TAL STANDINGS.
National,
Chicago  
I'ittsburg  
Philadelphia
League Standing.
P. W. L.
152 107 45
154 91 63
.... 147 83 64
Pct.
704
691
566
New York  153 82 71 536
Brooklyn  148 05 83 43e
Cincinnati  163 66 87 430
Boston   148 58 90 392
St. Louis  153 52 101 34e
American League Standing,
P. W L. Pct.
Detroit  150 la 58 613
Philadelphia 145 fst3 57 697
Chicago  151 87 64 576
Cleveland  152 85 67 559
New York  148 70 78 473
St. Louis  163 50 83 454
Boston  149 59 90 396
Washington  151 49 102 325
Official Schedule.
Tuesday, October 8, Detroit, vs
Chicago at Chicago.
Wednesday, October 9, detrott vs
Chicago, at Chicago.
Thursday, October 10, Chicago vs
Detroit, at Detroit.
Friday, October 11, Chicago vs
Detroit, at Detroit.
Saturday, October 12, Chicago vs
Detroit, at Detroit.
Sunday, October 13, Detroit vs
Chicago, at Chicago.
•
World's Series Feliturea,
Nnumer of games scheduled. six.
In case of tie—National Commis-
sion to decide place of play.
Umpires Henry (linty, of National
League. John Sheridan, of American
League.
Official scorers—F. C. Richter, of
Philadelphia; A. P. Flanner, of St
Louis.
Prices of admission—At Chicago
$1, $1.50, $2; Detroit, $1, $2, $2.50
Time games caled—At Chicago
2:30 o'clock; at Detroit, 2 o'clock.
In event of games stopped by rain
—Teams must play off game on same
grounds at first available date.
Division of receipts—Sixty per cent
of first four games to go to players
Winners to take 69 per cent and
losers 40 per cent. First 44) per cent
of all games to go to National com-
mission. After players' share is de-
ducted clubs to divide equally.
PILES CURED IN 610 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
I'aducah Girl's Triumph.
The Clarksvilte, Tenn.. "Leaf
Chroni tie" says of "The Buterfly Car
nivel" entertainment given in that
city in which little Pearl Riley. daugh
ter of Photographer M. L. Riley, ap-
peared as "Puck:"
"One character, however, prob-
ably more than any other, seems to
have attracted the entire audience
from the beginning, and that was
"Puck," represented by little Pearl
Riley, of Paducah. Being only nine
years old and necessarily an amateur
still many of the older in years and
experience would have rejoiced to
have exchanged with her. Every
word and act was in the right time
and right way. She justly merits all
the encomiums of praise bestowed up-
on her."
Truth and a woman's age have lit-
tle or nothing in common.
DjHEAD-ACHE
POWDERS
CURE has ban) the .trnoFor twenty years it
and faithful remedy. ,
Prioe 10o
Alt
Drusaista
For sale red guaranteed by
At
The Kentucky
:L..—
Tuesday
October
EILER'S, .
King of the
Cattle Ring
Hal Reid's drama of the great south-
west. Ranchers, Mexicans, Cow
Punchers and Indians.
Seats on sale Monday.
Prices: 25c, 35c, 50c and 75e.
A Melodrama of the
"Cow Country."
Wednesday
October
9
THE
Beatrice
A
Ernest Harrington Offers
VENDETTA
A Historical Story of Italy.
Ils.rrington and F. M. Cogge-
shall, supported by a strong cast.
Play of the People
Seats on sale Tuesday.
Prices: 25c, 35e and 50c.
A Romantic Drama by
Mari 6 Cotelli.
--
Thursday
October
10
Jane
attractive
ducah
Arthur C. Aiston Presents
Corcoran
As Norah in
A Doll's House
For the first time this capable and
actress will be seen in Pa'
in a play worthy of her ability.
Seats on Sale Wednesday.
Prices 25e to $1.50.
A drama by the world's
greatest playwright,
"Ibsen."
—
A Chas.
duetion.
best
the 
I
Fri'day
October
wesrn
stage.
1
E. Blaney
One
ti 
1
Young
Chas E. Blaney
King of the
brings you
Buffalo
Wild West
Cow Boy
Bend
Tribe of Sioux
Indiaus
Grand Street
Para de
P
Seats on sale
Thursday. '
Prices-95o, 35c,
50c, 75c
.
-
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pro-
of tbe
plays on
•
Saturday
October
Engagement
Matinee,
Night,
cially
eitorus
tiveness.
of the Eminent ActorH MR. CHAS. B. D
ANFOR
In a notable revival of two
great plays
The Merchant of Venice
Anthony and Cleopatra
Elaborate scenic effects. A spe-
selected cast of players. A
and ballet of unusual attrac-
Seats on sale Friday.
Prices, night-25c to $1.50.
Matinee-12 rows orchestra $1.00,
orchestra 75e, entire bal-
50e.
Special matinee price to school
orchestra 50e, balcony 95c. '
Matinee and night. A
day of Shakespeare.
Curtain at 8:15 p. m.
balance
cony
children,
A Plea for the Knife.
Eating with the knife harms
one. It gives the eater courage,
ady hand and a quick eye. It gives.
the spectator a gentle and salubrious 
thrill. Only the social purist is outrags
ed—and the social purist has
rights worth discussing. In defiance
of all logic and common sense
calls it indecent to wear a dress
before 6 o'cloak, or to wear tan shoes,welgts
at one's wedding, or to combine
crush hat with a red waistcoat.
similar arbitrariness and lunacy
prndclmheinits. He r_a ibsigntlids 
despotic
i lanols11 eof 
andnol
a ,!and an undesirable. The Mere fast
ttha • he denounces• eating with the
knife is sufficient to make the custom'ine to be dearly loved, cherished ande
defended.—Baltimore Sun,no
bet l There is a large profit in a single
suit whale. One abut 59 feet long
140.000 p scis and will give
a600-00 pounds o blubber, which
Of,iields 48,099 po ils of oil and 3,000
are pounds of whalebone,.s
Only One "BROMO
Laxative Brom°
Curtiss Cold in One
QUININE.,"
Quinine
that is
d ..e:0,.._y.r.iet....on xevery
2 Days . 23cDa,, Cr.ii in
-- 
- —
FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-GFRMAN NATIONAL BANK
 411111111611111111611.0
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•
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STANDARD OIL CO.
TANKS ARE DANGER
Load Them With Pumps in the
City Limits
Matter Will Be Investigated ly J in
Fire Comtuittee of the General
Council.
LOW EH BOARD HELD SESSION.
The board of touncilmen last night
voted to investigate the practice of
the Standard Oil conapauy of unload-
ing cars of oil by means of punips,
said to endanger the lives and prop-
erty of residents in the locality of its
tanks. Several ordinances were read
and the hour and three-quarters sea-
ion was marked by no particular
feature, business being chiefly row-
tine.
President Lindsey and Council-
man Herzog were absent.
Councilman Ernest Lackey was
elected president pro tern.
Minutes of the last regular meeting
were adopted.
A prayer from Charles Voight for
relief from over assessment was re-
ferred.
A prayer from property owners of
the extreme northern portion of the
city, requesting that curtain low
lands be excluded from sewer dis-
trict, No. 3, was received. Most of
the property lies between Twelfth
t
it/
PISO'S CURE
Coualhs Crock the
CoustituUon
\ reck'tuici issom,
(he for.runiii•r t, I CiIisttth I.
:stop thii coin.;
t.••f-r.
Itt in datig,t It u I •lb
t..t.tt- •
Of the tit/ t and I. ..,
`COUGHS.COLDS
-
and Sixth streets north of Burnett
street. Two subsequent prayers for
'the same purpose were referred with
the former.
; A report from Milk and Meat In-
spector Ed Farley was filed and or-
dered publisted..
A prayer for extension of water
nadirs cot West Harrison street be
yond Twelfth street, was referred to
. thief Paducah Water company.
An application from Hermati Lit-
ale for the position of sewer inspec-
tor was flu d.
Mayor Yelper stated that he had
been cited to a defect or defects in
the ordinance imposing 1 ffne on
railroads, "or employes, ' for block-
ing streets, lie had been asked to
have the clause pertaining to em-
ployes being liable to fines, stricken,
as the court of appeals has passed on
the point, deciding that employes are
not liable. Mayor Yeiser had an or-
dinance prepared with the clause
strieken. and presented it to the
board.
Sewer Rids Turned Down.
Auditor Kirkland read bids for in-
stalling lateral sewers in district No.
2, all of which the board of public
works considered too high, and rev-
CURES
• • BLOOD POISON
The first symptom of Contagions Blood Poison is usually a little sore or
nicer 'which does not always excite suspicion because of its insignificance;
but as the poison becomes more firmly rooted in the blood, the mouth and
throat ulcerate, copper-colored spots appear, a rash breaks out on the body,
the hair begins to come out, glands in the neck and groins swell, and often
ulcerating sores form on the limbs, hands or face. But this is not all: if
the poison is allowed to remain it works down and attacks.the bones, causing
necrosis or decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. It
will not do to tamper with a disease so powerful as Contagious Blood Poison,
for every day the virus remains in the blood the trouble is progressing
toward a more dangerous stage, and may in the end get beyond the reach of
any treatment. There is but one certain, reliable cure for Contagious Blood
Poison, and that is S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers. This remedy
attacks the disease in the right way by going down into the blood and
forcing out every Particle of the poison. It makes the blood pure and rich,
strengthens the different parts of the body, tones up the system and cures
this humiliating and destructive disorder permanently. The improvement
commences as soon as the patient gets under the influence of S. S. S. and
continues until every vestige of the poison is driven from the blood, and the
sufferer completely restored to health. S. S. S. is not an experiment, it is a
success and has cured thousands of cases of Contagious Blood Poison in
every stage, and being entirely free from minerals, is a safe as well as certain
treatment.. If you are suffering with this debasing disease get the poison
out of your blood with S. a. S before it does further damage. Special home
treatment book on the disease and medical advice sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA;
You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new °. .6
I COKE HEATER IATTACHMENT
us/
Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.
 The--
Paducah Light & Power Co.
!umutendeel that the bide be not con-
sidered.  Local contractors several
weeks ago placed bids at a figure
much lower, and were turned down
as being too-high. Recommendations
of the board of public works were
favorably acted on.
City Engineer Washington stated
that tie inquired of contractors as to
why bids were so high, and received
information that contractors were
"afraid of the ordinance." He sug-
gested that the ordinance be "tested"
before bids were advertised for
again.
The ordinance was drawn while
City Solicitor James Campbell was ill
land when he had no substitute, and
the committee had to do the best it
could. Action on the matter was de-
ferred.
Herman Frlednitin desires a change
made in storm water sewer on Broad-
way to relieve his cellar from being
fioudtd each rain. He declared that
t his furnace has been almost ruined
iby water backing into it and that
the muse is a change was made in
the original sewerage plans without
his consent or consultation. He era
pects the city to pay for damage done
his furnace. The matter was refer-
red to the relief committee, city en-
gineer and city solicitor -with power
to act." City Engifieer Washington
has a plan to remedy the matter at
a cost of about 1100.
The metier of improving Meyers
street beyond Island creek was re-
ferred. •
A report that the Illinois Central
v.ill within three weeks place all
tracks within the city limits on
grade with streets was filed.
A suggestion from the board of
public works to institute legal pro-
ceedings against Contractor E. C. Ter-
rell to compel him to repair Fifth
street from Jefferson to Kentucky
avenue, was read. A suggestion
from City Solicitor Campbell for the
:city to do the work itself and charge
expenses to Terrell', bondsmen, was
tiled. The board of public works was
instructed to comply with Solicitor
Campbell's recommendations.
How to Cure
Constipation
Pew people altogether escape a disor-
der of the bowels. You may catch cold,
over-est, over-drink, worry too much,
not exercise enough or do a hundred and
one other things that result in constipa-
tion or costiveness. When the trouble
comes it is well to know what to do for it.
In the opinion of thousands there is no
better cure ter constipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone
can obtain for 50 cents or $1 at a drug
store. We all have constipation occa-
sionally, and the sensible thing to do is
rentuesve a bottle or Wits remedy always in theYou take it at night on retiring. for
examete. and vitae yuu wake up in the morning
st your usuai hour It i.roduces its result
Your stomach Instantly becomes lighter, your
bead clearer, your eyes brighter, you feel active
and spry ones seam. your appetite has re-
turned and you are ready to work with maw-
Meant and vigor. MI this may nt,t M.ye taken
more thane dons or two, are Cost DOG to extend
two or three cents. Can sou afford to feel bad
whoa you can feel good for so little/
Dr. Wilton Drown, of Metropolis. 111- hal DO
rtøhy TD saying that Dr. Ciodwell's syrupids Is Lite grestelt of all laxatives and tie
frankly sits to his patients that, it they used
It when the stomach. liver or bowels got out of
Order mey would have less need of him. It Is
nithoutdonbt the best cure for occasional or
=deampte gupc istaintatic o• d3l8az WyPillia.ver. bili°uas'l s. sour d f at lence,
hes, sad sliplia• digeNtive ills In old or
young. It, is • thousand nin”s better than stilts
deptuintive waters. acts gently but surely, is
shaanat to the taste, does not gripe, and cures
gennalteatty.
Gehn tour nnstrist sod get a fa tient wilt
Coatis eau see It our alarms are not justified.
T ST Teta wis'ilng to try Dr.Cald-sews syrup Popsy., before bur
Ilitil: nia st smote bottle sent is utak seas Dr
c
stag Si. ram we . This offer is to IKON MUD*
nialeig4tiasessioneVADANaNallogurll ettNlavia.seworattLetwis 101116tilseast.rf orte: hte,0:16•Dboaensaryt
roLl1"11 morsosed,1111:41"1:pertraZ1t4"14.11.meso.m:mahaTUSidrmax sgsgsgt: own wens so G000 and Stirs
as Mt CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIS." Ins wallet
Awill Swat ilvarasne No. 11. wastusston. 0. C.
PRIPSIN SYRUP CO.
1011hdthreli Did9., noatiseik),, III.
A prayer from c V. Sr.ott for over
assessment on property in Harahan
addition, was referred to the tax
books saperviisors.
Several deeds and transfers to lots
in Oak Grove cemetery were ratified
The matter of contracting for
erecting a sexton:a relence in Oak
'Grove cemetery was r erred to the
I An opinion that no penalty can be joint cemtery committe with pOwer to
legally imposed on Contractor Ed-P act.
'ward Bridges' sops for falling tol Councilman Tuttle made complaint
finish sewer district No. 2, within the of an offensive odor at. the Paducah
, I
specified time. because two additional . Canning company's plant on South
miles were added after the contract ,Tenth street, and moved to have the
t was executed, was tiled by the city health officer abate the nuisance. The
isolicitor. The board voted not to at- motion was adopted.
tempt to impose a penalty.
Finance Reports, the 
Crandell stated . that
Standard Oil company pumped oil
I A report of the Joint finance corn- from cars to its tanks at Tenth and
mittee, on claims, bills, running ex- Monroe streets, a dangerous udder-
penses, etc., amounting to $10,785.04 flaking: and suggested the matter 
he
was received and filed, and all ac- looked into ithd remedied If possible.
.counts allowed. 1The matter was referred to the joint
1 A report from City Treasurer John fire committee.
'Dorian was flied. It showed a balance! Attorney J. C. Flournoy, represent-
on hand September 1 of $31,639.36 lira the Paducah Southern Electric
i with $24,6-59.05 paid out, $4,487.19 Railway company, asked for an ordi-
collected, leaving a balance of $16,- 1'llance granting permission for the
690.05 in the treasury at the close of road to come into Paducah without
September. the sale of a franchise. -The matter
was referred to the city solicitor to()romances.
Ordinance for grading and gravel decide the 
legality of such an action
ing Faxon street, in Faxon's west! 
Counellman Van Meter stated that
end addition. First reading. on Jefferson
 street from Tenth to
Ordinance requiring all street cars 1Twt
b streets, was in a bad sanitary
to have fenders on both ends. First
t reading. The penalty for a vaolation
,of the ordinance is not less than $5
,sior more than $15 for each offense
j The rule was suspended and the or-
dinance given second passage.
Ordinance prohibiting the hitching
or standing of horses, mules, oxen.
cows or any vehicle on the city scalee
let. The penalty is from $5 to $20
for each offense. Councilman Van
Meter thought that this may keep
farmers from bringing hay and other
produce to the city, as they have to
wait on the city scales lot for a
buyer. The intent of the ordinance
was to rid the lot of horse traders
Ordinance was referred to the com-
mittee for revision.
Ordinance for grading and gravel-
ing Clark street from Tenth street
to the hollow, the width to be liOr feet
First passage given.
Ordinance regulating the speed of
railroad trains through the city lim-
its and ao pkevent the blocking of
streets by trains or engines. This is
the regular ordinance now in effect
with the clause making employes
liable for street blocking, struck out
First passage given. The rule was
suspended and the ordinance given
aecond passage.
allecellaneoms Business.
The matter of outlining sewer dis-
trice No. 3 again, since protests have
been flied against certain portions of
territory embraced in the original
plans, was referred. -
A prayer for exemption from taxa-
tion for five years for the Lack Mal-
leable Iron ciamps.ny was tiled.
The ordinance committee was in-
structed to draft an ordinance com-
pelling all vehicles, motor cycles or
automobiles to turn into Broadway
at all street intersections from First
to Sixth streets, at a speed riot ex-
ceeding a horse's walk.
The Matter of drafting an ordi-
nance prohibiting the operation of
phonographs in the business section.
was referred.
The committee was instructed to
draft an ordinance imposing a penalty
on all persons bringing cattle suffer-
ing from tuberculosis to Padutah.
Selection of a site for a public
fotintain, to be donated by the Na-
tional Humane society, was referred
Councilman Foreman stated that
the ordinance regarding compulsory
sewer connections would be effective
May 1. and the motion to advertise
the (act was favorably acted on.
Police Report.
A report from James Collins, chief
of pollee, for September, ehowIng col-
lections of $707.14) for fines sad for-
feitnretr, was filed. .
Liquor license Application.
ApnItention from W111 Reynolde.
colored, for a coffee house licsass at
116 Kentucky avenue Wee referred.
conditions, gutters reeking with filth
The matter was referred to health
authorities.
Couneilman Willamson stated that
Mrs. Stubblefield was charged a
poll tax by mistake, and It was voted
to return $1.10 to her.
Go To Europe For Torpedoes.
Washingten, Oct. S.- It developed
today that the ordnance department
of the navy has an agent in Europe
sent there to purchase a number of
\Vhitehead torpedoes. This recourse
to foreign manufacture was necessary
because the department was unable
to.secure enough in the United States
to properly equip the torpedo boats
with this class of armament. The
contingency will be avoided, naval
oMcers say. after January 1 when it
is expected the government naval tor-
pedo company at Newport will be in
operation The cost to the government
for European manufactured torpe-
does; it is said, will be slightly less
than for those manufactured in this
country.
-Does the dealer know better than
you what tou neeti in your I .? If
not, you oae it as a duty to yourself
tee htsást OH getting what you ask for
when you try to buy an advertised
article.
 •
An elephant's hide is exceedingly
si•nsitive, notwithstanding its greet
thickness; flies, gnats and mosquitoes
cause it considerable annoyance.
The Rvenine Sun-lete. 3 Week.
After t he Children
Start Back to School
Lo.k mit for the old trouble
with vermin In their heads.
Children can't avoid IL They
are compelled to daily come In
contact with those infected, and
vermin spread with alarming
rapidity.
Anyone Is liable at any time
when traveling or In any strange
place to become Infected, and
the only safe way to be Is to
have on hand, ready for any
emergency, some
REXALL LARKSPUR LOTION
It is the cleanest, most conven-
ient, practical and effective
remedy for destroying head lice
and vermin about the body. It
is a clean, clear liquid-nothing
greasy or oily about It and has
none of the objectionable fea-
tures of the ointments usually
used. A pod ‘.1ze4 bottle, Sn
Went for famil • •
MtrilERSON'S
The iloxall Store.
Before You Buy a Stove Consider
the Fuel Question
It's Fuel that's Expensive-Not the Stove
A Cheap, putty-jointed stove will waste more than its Original
Cost in Fuel every winter.
As you know, fully one-half the carbon available for heat in soft coal is gas-the entire gas
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from common soft coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas-half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer.
Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means of the patented Hot Blast draft and other
patented features, making air-tight joints without the use of stove putty, distills this gas from the
upper surface of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer along with the fixed carbon or coke in the
coal, thus burning all the coal, This is why
!Mons Cotes
riot also, Steve
" harrying
SOFT COAL
ole's Original
Hot Blast
Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal
or lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.
Your old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air-tight, do not save
the escaping gases and do not give you a warm house at night. because
they are -made with potty joints. You cannot afford to nay to yourself,
"My old stove will have to do this winter.'' The old stove is eating up
the price of anew stove every year. Not only that. but on top of the cost
is the unsatisfactory result it gives. It is always out the coldest morning.
Even Heat Day and Night-Fire Never Out
Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that tire will keep all night,
and when the draft is opened in the morning will burn two or three hours
with the fuel put in the night before. No other stove does this.
Fire, therefore, never goes out, and the rooms are kept at an even
temperature all the time. Burns hard coal, soft coal, slack,
lignite or wood.
OUR GUARANTEE
t-We guarantee a saying of one-third in fuel over any lower draft stove of the
same sire with ,.ce't coal or slack
a-We yasrantee Cole Hot Blast to tine lens hard coal for heattog a given space than
any linive burner made with same Canting ...wince
3-We guarantee that the rooms can be heated f iine to two hour, etch morello,,.
with the soft coal or hard coal potje the stove the evening before.
4-We guarantee that the stove will hold fire with soft 4:031 3o, hours without
attention.
5-We guarantee • uniform heat day and night, with soft coal herd coal or lignite.
6- We crearsotee every we to remain absolutely air-tight a.. long as used
7-Wt gnarantee the feed door to be smoke and aust proof.
The above guarantee is made with the understanding that the Move be
operated according to directions. and set up with a good due.
For Hard Coal Saves Half
The extent of unburned gases in hard coal is shown by opening
the roarkazioe cover of a base burner when the extra oxygen
supplied fills the entire stove with flaniing gas.
The fact that no stove putty is used to make air-leaking j
gives you perfect control over the drafts on Cole's Hot Masi.
The slow, economical combustion, and the large, positive radiat-
ing surface make it the greatest fuel-saving, hard coal stove made.
Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
That is what you do when you buy a cheaply constructed, putty jointed, showy made imitation stove. Like all
successful inventions, Cole's Original Hot Blast has many inferior 'notations, avoid them.
They all lack the patAted Ii atures and careful construction, which make the Original Hot Blast a great success.
They ao not stay tight, and soion oven seams and cracks which render them worthless as fiu-e keepers. See the name
“Cole's hot Blast from Chicago' on the feed door. None genuine without it.
 -Sold Only By
Cash or
Credit 
(.,,--0, ...)(. stinker di Cash orcze). /
' Credit
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
RIVER NEWS
isipagromp.otrumr•fer.
 'Ng
River Stages.
Cairo  15.1 0.2 rise
Chattanooga - 3.9 0.3 rise
Cincinnati  9.3 0.2 rise
Evansville  8.1 0.8 rise
Florenee-Missing.
Johnsonville  4.1 0.4 fail
Louisville 0,0 at'd
Mt. Carmel  4.9 O. stal
Nashville  7.7 0.1 rise
Pittsburg  4.a 1.4 fall
St. ',011ie mi.  11.8 0.1 rise
Mt. Vernon  6.6 %A rise
l'aducah  7.1 0.1 rise
A slight rise is shown by the gauge
this morning, the river standing at
7.1, a rise of 0.1 since yesterday.
The wharfboat presented quite a
deserted appearance this morning,the
Dunbar belng the only boat in. After
receiving her cargo the Dunbar got
out at 7 o'clock for Cairo.
The Buttorff is expected from Ev-
ansville today, probably making her
last trip in that trade for the Hopkins,
which has been out of the trade for
several days.
The towboat Lyda is in from the
Tennessee with ties.
There will be no Nashville packet
this week on account of a sunken
boat, oltsaructing the canal this side
of Nashville.
The Castello, and the Henry S..
which went to the rescue of the Thu
Daffy, are mrpeeted in today, bring: t,
the Duffy with them.
The CIrkegeteta Atop the Tennea
sea this moralog at 4 o'clock,
will stay here unit tomorrow evenIne
before getting out on her return trip.
• The Royal was in from Golconda
on her regular trip today.
The Cowling brought in a large
crowd of Illinois people, who came to
-Paducah shoppjpg today.
The Joe Fowler will be in from
Evansville tomorrow.
Full forces are working at the
docks and ways today. There is - an
unusually large  amount of work be-
ing done on boats this fall.
The repairs tea-the stacks of the
Chancy 'Lamb have been made and
the boat will soon leave for the Cum
berLand river for ties,
Official Forecasts.
11Elt 71 1.711 FELL OUT.
Eittharritst•Ing Accident That Befell
Woman out Train.
The wife of a well known Illinois
Central :shop man, is minus' a set of
false teeth, the result of an attack
of illness on the Illinois Central
Ceiro-Paducah accommodation pas-
senger train, which arrived in Padu-
cah last night at 7:45. o'clock. She
had been visiting in Chicago and was
returning home. She was taken sud-
denly ill after the Eleventh street
Ohio at Evansville and Mt. and Broadway stop
 was made here
Vernon, not much change during the iand raised a window for 
air. She
next 24 hours. At Paducah, will con- *as seized with a vomiting fit and
tinue falling during the next 24 hours lost her lower false teeth.
At Cairo, not much change during the
next 24 hours.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth, will continue falling slow-
ly during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi front below St.
Louis to ahoy(' Cairo. w It !Ise ylowlu which is Dieted the 'twee", or all see.
Moen advertleing epantesigne.
.06
VirifiCH: "Suffer rosy wa-
gon to tell tor his story, morning and
etening, for but a twelve-month, and
will tome our master." That is th••
elemental and profound fact upon
sallill1=11111111111.11111•1111111fai
It Makes the Dogs Laugh.
Don't Kick When You are
Charged Higher Prices,
Jug come around to us when In
need of Pens, Ink, Pencils Type
writer Papers, Envelopes or any
other office supplies. We certainly
save you money on the very best
stuff made. Now, when it mimes
to New Hooks, the Latest Music,
Fine Stationery and Catchy Postal
Cards, any wide awake customer
will tell you to deal with
E. WILSON THE BOOK ;icNDMUSIC MAN
a
•ab
gel*
•
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PiLJE FOrn
PADTICA.)1 *.r.L.1.41114G
%Dv tabucab Zun.
APTENNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUILISNimmu.
InCoM.Foit Amu
F. at FISHER, Pratt() ait.
IL L PAXTON. General manager.
Metered at the postottice at Pativesda.KY.. as second class matter.
sarescialerloh RATIOS 
THE DAILY IVE
re earner, per week NMI. 39
By mall, per month in advance... .26
EV mall, per year, in advance-1240
THE WEEKLY SIM
Per year, by mall, postage paid.. $1.90
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
Ofnce, 116 South Third. Phan* US
Payne it Young, Chicago and New
York, representatives,.
THE SUN can be found at Use follow-
ing places:
R. D. elements &
Van Cum. Bros.
Palmer House,
John Velineine
eel! 
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 8.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
8eptember-1007.
2 3e97 16 3910
II 3908 17 3895
4 
3874 
18 3893
S 3280 19 3895
O 3e99 20 3905
7 3922 21 3898
9 3912 23 3900
10 3902 24 8907
11 3595 25 3902
12 3905 26 3900
13 3937 27 3900
14 3e32 28 3899
30 3880...
Total  97,548
Average for September, 1907..3.902
Average for September, 1906...3,939
Personally appeared before me, this
October 1, 1907, R. D. Mace:Leen, cember.
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of September, 1907: le true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public
My commission expires January 22,
1908.
$2.35. nor does It say anything about,
$150.000 fraudulently approorat,,1
by creating a defielt. TO pae ,
fund Just previous to the elm:mu ot
Governor Bradley.
The News-Democrat has nothing to
say of the fact that state warrants
were discounted to brokers when
Bradley went into office. It talks of
the deficit (alleged) when Bradley
went °et of office, a falsehood, and
falls to mention that there was an
outstanding debt of $2,217,534, when
Bradley went in, and a bonded debt
of only $1,000,000 with $1.060.4ea
In the treasury when he went out.
The News-Democrat gtibly recites
the fact that tke administration spent
$2,514.66 more than the Republicans
on eleemosynary lustautions and
"laudable purpose" (perhaps, this
:atter includes $159,236.93 special
attorneys fees maid out by this ad-
ministration as compared with $4.-
346.48 paid out by Bradley); but
the News-Democrat neglects to state
that, had not the Bradley administra-
tion put the state finances on a sound
basis, this administratio.n couldn't
have spent a cent, and the La; rate for
general purposes under the Bradley
administration was only 42 1-2 cents,
as compared with 50 cents under this
administration.
With the confidence of a prophet
the News-Democrat asserts that, af-
ter paying all outstanding obligations,
there will remain Ili the state treas-
ury January _ 1, $1,250,000.
• course, they may have
a wizard of finance at Frankfort.
We on:y know what the books show
now. On July 31, 1907, there was in
the general expenditure fund a defi-
cit of $632,042.04, and an unpaid
balance on appropriations for public
Improvements of $672,277.49. This
we take it, will run considerably
above $1.250.000. But maybe they
know bow they will do it.
Daily Thought.
Words of sympathy are not half so'
consoling when spoken to us as when
we speak them to others.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. istee4. of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner. of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor  James P. Smith
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer  John J. Dorian
City Clerk  George Lehnbard
City Jailer  George Andrecbt
City Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaerer, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, A. Z.
Young; Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
ward. L. Bower.
School Trustees—First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W..1. Hills;
?bird ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
In Chicago the Tigers and the Cubs
are wrestling for supremacy. In
Louisiana the Teedyetwars are taking
to the hollow trees.
Without reflecting on bits anceetry.
Carl Hau, the condemned American.
'probates thinks the new dine, is not
such a Baden.
While the record (menet to be
amply extensive, we fear the present
administration will find that some
things are simply unpardonable.
A FEW FIGURES,
Figures won't He. They can't Ile—
that is. if you have all the figures be-
fore you. But figures may be lied
about, and they may be so misrepre-
sented and placed in such false atti-
tudes by designing persons, that they
can be made to lend themselves to
deceit. The Republicans of Kentucky
are calling for a look at the books.
They are being met by --not the Dem-
ocrats. mind you—but the state ma-
chine, with figures. and such figures,
and In such combinations, as the ma-
chine mathematicians care to give
out.
Last evening the News-Democrat
took a lot of figures from the state
Democratic campaign book, attempt-
ing to show that the State administra-
tion since the Bradley administration
has brought the school pee' capita
from $2.35 to $340: bnt It does not
...ge back ci the Bradley adminietration
esee- to Show, whence the feraffeer tetreliti fee
(ration brought the per espies tax to
When the election is over, we may
begin talking about the second Thaw
trial, which will be pulled off in De-
Nobody but the Democratic organ
Is protesting against the offer of a
reward for election bribers.
WHAT DOES BRYAN KNOW
ABOUT IT?
We protest that we know more
about the local situation than does
Mr. Bryan. He is making the circuit
of Kentucky in the interest of things
he does not understand. Today he, a
man of abstemious habits and clean
life, makes a plea for the cause of in-
temperance in Paducah; begs voters
to cling to their party organization.
when he knows that If his admonition
Is accepted In good faith by the coun-
try, he will be beaten for president
by a million votes, and declares right-
eous those things we know to be un-
righteous.
In the western Republican states
Bryan has p:eaded for independence.
He has bolted the Democratteetteket
himself and joined the Populists. He
has repeatedly asserted that he will
allow his conecience to overrule his
sense of party loyalty.
Bryan calls on Kentuckians to vote
their national sentiments at the state
and local election, when he knows
that not a single national Issue is in-
volved; and that. if voters in local
elections are to vote their sentiments
on national questions, they may elect
to office the most corrupt men, and
defeat the best, without benefleng the
country at large.
Why is Bryan touring the state,
Democratic friends!
To line you up for the state and lo-
cal ticket, by appealing to your sense
of party loyalty.
You are expected to carry with you
to the polls the impression that you
are voting for William Jennings
Bryan this fall, and cast your ballot
accordingly.
But Bryan's views are not In ac-
cordance with the chief men of h:s
party in Kentucky. Democratic
brethren; for the esteemed Kentuck
State Joitrnal, the organ of the ad-
ministration, which claims to he the
Democratic party of Kentucky. finds
Mr. Bryan's views "repugnant." and
thie is the warning it gives in its edi-
torial columns Saturday:
"Mr. Bryan will do well in his
Kentucky speeches to omit all refer-
ences to Government Ownership and
to let the Initiation -and Referendum
severely alone. The Democrats have
troubles of their own wRtnent any 5P,
real importations from Nebr.,-
Within this limitation, the /So
Journal welcomes Mr. Bryan heart,
wrote Mr. Wattereen, as he left e
New York for an extended
While mos( of us would rather •
subjects should be omitted. Demo-
crats generally will welcome Mr. Bry-
an, no matter what he talks about.
However, it is not likely that he will
refer to them. since he finds that they
are so repugnant to the average
Democrat."
A Chleago preacher roasted Ron'"
veil y-esterday; but the people of It
country Reimer to like Roosevelt
anyway he .Is servede-exeept in the
soup, and nobody has got him there
yet.
A CARD Fittest MR. MILLER
SHIP SUBSIDY
LEGISLATION %till. RE tALIANT-
1.1i SUPPoRTED.
Provisions of Wafture, Which Was
Fought Through House at Last
Session.
MISSOURI CASEAT
- 111ff KENTUCKY'S
Washington, Oct. S.—The familial
question, ship subsidy, will poke es
head into the hails of congress 60011
?IV the comiim session opens and
will demand resognition. The inter-
ests that are working for subsidy
legislation have Jot been idle since
the close of last session and the teil(•
porters confidently expect legislation
It has been decided not to ask to.)
much. The origieal bill reconine ha
ed by the merchant marine commis-
sion and passed by the senate, h.is
been abandoned. The program now
to come before congress and aek
the enactment of the bill that passed
the house five or six days before the
end of last session.
"We are to take a little and teust
to congress to add to the legislation
later," is the way the advocates arc
now talking. The theory of the ship-
ping interests Is that If they can get
the principle of subsidy written in
the nation's laws they can, with little
difficulty, persuade succeeding eonl
greases to enlarge the scope of the
legislation.
The bill which, after an exciting
etruggiee got through the house by a
small majority makes these provis-
ions:
For a monthly service from some
point on the Atlantic to Brazil. $300,-
000 a year, or $600,0040 a year for a
fortnightly service.
From a port on the Gulf of Mexi-
co to Brazil a monthly service, at
$300.0e0 a year, or a fortnightly
service at $600.0.00 a year.
From a port on the Atlantic coast
From a point on the Atlantic coast
to Argentine. $400.000 for a monthly
service, or $e00,000 for a fortnightly
service.
• From a port on the Pacific to the
Isthmus of Panama, Peru and Chili
$3114,000 a year for a monthly serv-
ice, or $600,0-00 for a fortnightly
service.
The bill as it passed the house also.
,carried a provision for enrolling sea-
men of the merchant marine as mem-
bers of the naval reserve.
Government Ends Strike.
Tonopah, Nay., Oct. 8.— Interven-
tion by the United States government
today ended the strike of railroad
men that for a week has cut Gold-
fled off from the outside world. All
trains began moving today. AssistaPt
Superintendent of Railway Mail Ser-
vice Roberts arrived from San Fran-
cisco and told the strikers mall trains
would. have to move even if troops
are necessary to accomplish it.. Strik-
ers then made a proposition to be
reinstated to the old positions which
was granted.
Card of Thanks.
The Woman's club desires to thank
Messrs. Englert & Bryant for the gen-
erous donation of tea, lemons and
wafers made the club for their After-
noon Tea.
Mrs. Dan lianna's Third.
Stamford, Conn . October 8. —
Frank Pelton and Dan R. Hanna's
divorced wife were married here to-
day. After the cerememy. which was
a quiet one, they motored bark to
Mamaroneck. They will eat! for Eu-
rope the middle of the month. This
I s Mrs. Peiton's third matrimonial
venture.
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YOUR CLOTHING TOO LONG i
DON'T Pli'T OFF BUYING
0
1 
in 80(1 .4.e about that suit or
Today is a good day to drop ,
v
i 
.eery flay will be a little cool-
''r from now On.
otervont. It's cool enough to . 1
14 I 1 In eemething heavier, and I
About Sewer District No. 3. •
I understand a protest against me
for alderman is being circulated in
District No. 3, because I am supposed
to be In favor of building the sewer
in that territory at once. To die-
abuse the minds of any who may en-
tertain this idea, I will pay I am op-
posed to building sewers in any ter-
ritory as sparsely settled as district
No. 3 is; especially in the suburban
parts. W. T. MILLER.
We are stinatillg all Mr liess
4,4 tbin.. l suits in I lie
bromine, blues  I gray and
fancy. tnitture., and hate them
!It every 'weee fr to
*45.
In overcoat N. we his'. t- it
great line of light weight gar.
'Dente fur early fall and
spring wear. They c • in tan
coverts, gray, lime'', black
and fancy patterns and are
priced front $10 to SW.
OT
Ii the Matter of Trouble With
Tax System.
A Tax Commission Has Just Made a
Report That Is of Interest
In This State.
Missouri has been laboring under a
difficulty In its tax system nearly ex-
actly similar to that of Kentucky. A
tax commission has been at work in
Missouri and in line with the tax com-
missions of other progressive states it
has found no solution of the difficulties
01 the situation short of a constitu-
tional amendment that will give the
legislature greater liberty in dealing
with the question; but it also points
nit that such an amendment is chiefly
desirable because it will lead to sepa-
ration of the sources of state revenue
from the, sources of county revenue.
The comments of the Missouri tax
commission are 80 pertinent to the
situation in Kentucky that the follow-
ing extracts will be found of interest:
"We all agreed that the first step in
any tea reform is the separation of
the sources of state and local revenue.
This change would not require the
exemption of any class of property
from taxation. The proposed change
may be effected by the adoption of a
single constitutimial amendment.
"The general features of this sepa-
ration of the sources of state and
local revenues may he briefly sum-
n)arized. The state would discontinue
the levy of a general property tax
upon the real and personal property
of the state, leaving the assessment
and collection of this tax to the coun-
ties and municipalities for local pur-
poses. This would make a saving of
the large expense incident to the
present dual system. It would also
dispense with the work of the State
Board of Equalization connected with
the attempted equalization of assess-
ments of real and personal property
among the counties of the state.
"The state would thereafter derive
its revenue through its Inherent gen-
eral power of taxation upon general
subjects of taxation, as by licenses.
corporation taxes, Inspection fete and
Such other forms of taxetion as the
general assembly may deTermine.
-The different rates of assessment in
the different counties, enforced by the
different demands for local revenue,
would no longer produce inequality in
taxation with reference to the state health has been impaired for severtax. The remedy proposed is. In our years, has asked for a chance of aeopinion, the only effective rer1344Y• signment. Governor Frantz has beenEach community could fix its own Indian agent for years, and is tie rrate of valuation as its kcal n^eds may 
mighty familiar with the work of !..require, without subjecting its citizens 
Interior department.to the injustice of being compelled to
pay an undue share of state taxation.
"There Is now a certain kind of
home rule In taxation, which consists Washington. Oct. 8.—ObjectionsIn the variation of the rates of assess- to President Roosevelt's policy ofment upon property according to the greater federal control of railways Iskcal needs of the community, some expected to develop at the meeting ofcounties paying taxes on Vern SO per the National association of railroadcent of the real value of property, and , commissioners today. It is reportedothers only 20 or 30 per cent. The 'that a resolution will be offered, in-report of the Tax Commission of 1903 dorsIng the president's ideas. If thissays: It is in the bounds of truth missy is done many delegates say it eitherthat no two counties of the state have will be tabled or go down under ob-the same rule for the assessment of jections. One objection to the preai-all classes of property, and generally dent's policy is the congestion of cas-speaking, there is absolutely no nni- es now before the commission.formity as to the proportion of the
cash value taken as a basis of the
assessed value. Some counties value
real estate, so far as our reports show,
as low as 30 per cent of its selling
price, while others have a 80 per cent
basis. Some assess real estate at 331,4
per cent, and tangible personal prop-
erty at 50 per cent. The commission
concluded that there was an absolute
want of equality In taxation
"This inecptellty can not bee reme-
died by the State Board of Equaliza-
tion, for the obvious reason that the
high rate of assessment in certain
counties, including the city of St.
Louis, is enforced by the pressing de-
mand for revenue for local require-
ments. The board can not raise the
assessments of the counties which
make a low valuation, as that would
be imposing an unnecessary burden
upon those communities.
"We see no remedy for this existing
inequality and resulting injustice, ex-
eept in the separation of the sources
of slate and local revenue.
"Under the plan proposed, the state
would retain all of its inherent powers
of taxation, except as to the general
property tax upon real and personal
property, which would he assessed
nnd collected by count lee and cities for
local purposes. The state noW levies
a tax upon insurance companies,
dramshops, express companies, sun-
dry corporations. license and inspet-
lion taxes, and a collateral inheritance
tax. What other forms of taxation
nosy he adopted will be for the Gen-
eral Assembly, In its discretion, to de-
termine. The system proposed re-
mitres no change in the existing limi-
tations upon the tax rates of the
counties. cities and school districts.
"The change recommended requires
no modification of the methods of as-
sessing the property of railroads anti
ether public service corporations by
the State Board of Equalization. That
system is statutory and its continu-
ance or modification is subject to the
control of the General Assembly.
Should the present system be condi!.
tied. whereby the assessed valuation
made by the state board is appor-
tioned to the counties, the General
Assembly should continue the present
state tax upon such valuation and pro-
vide for its direct payment Into the
state treasury."
2
PIANO FOR SALE.
Bush & bane Parlor grand pi-
1/25 Reward.
The city Republican Campaign
committee will pay $25 for any eve
denee leading to the prosecution and
conviction of any one guilty of buy-ing or disposing of regletration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
Linton Will Race at Home.
London, Oct. S —Disappointed over
his failure to secure a race for the
American cup. Sir Thomas Lipton will
race at home, tie has commissioned
the Fife company to design him the
largest yalit admissible under the
international rule.
 ̂".
TUESDAY, OCTOBER
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a spccial mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
S.
.•••
BERTH FOR FRANTZ.
Probably Ile Ninth- Assistant Secreta-
ry of the interior.
'Washington. D. C. Oct. 8.—It weal
stated today that Governor Frantz of
the teeritory of Oklahoma, would suc-
ceed Thomas Ryan as assistant sere
tary of the interior. Mr. Ryan. who-
The President's Policy.
Matchless Workmanship.
Most diseases or of spinal origin.
That is a characteristic generaliza-
tion of Osteopathy in a nutshell, and
is a contention that has never been
disproved,
The Osteopathic diagnosis, and
treatment are new and original. and
118 precentage of cures have attracted
wide attention. This is history that
cannot be successfully challenged.
We apply in a new way and with
new force, old principles that are a
part of the recognized, but theoretical
teachings of every school of practice
but in an unsystematic. form.
You cannot study the anatomy of
the spinal column without marveling
that it so seldom gets out of order.
It is the most matchless piece of
workmanship In all mechanics, and
the wonder is that it should, some-
times, from the way is is abused, do
its work at all.
By all laws of physics, the spine is
liable at any- moment to get out of or-
der. It is subject to slips, wrenches
pressures. deadlocks, spraMs, contrite
(Ions and congestione—any one of
which require only an intelligent en-
gineer to adjust, to relieve and cure
The Osteopath is that engineer.
In just a few moments I can easily
explain to you why and how Osteo-
pathy is achieving such a wonderful
success in curing all kinds of chronic
and acute illness, and I shall take
great pleasure in doing 80.
Just now you may have a touch of
the Fall ailment, to which we Pa-
ducahans are heir. If so. let me tell
you how easily-. how quickly such all,
,• auto, food as new, for sale at one-half i ment8 yield to _the reeeteeigelleic teaserThere is about as ottick ,sense in a .OuTrirtueilb MEN At4D BeDVI regular price. Owner going. to leave ment:'woman's ',Patton as there is In a city. Apply at 1102 South Fourth' Dr. G. B. ?renege: 518 Broadway.Man's 070'1180. ) 0411111111118411 nift•IgIP.111\.1111-4\.. street, or ring old photo. 004. Phone 14117-A.
41Ss041•
I. 
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Stearn Heating Expert
Repair Wont Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue. 
New York Largest and Hoboken is
Smallest City in Point of Acreage.
Washington, Oct. 5 The bureau ,
of the census has just issued its an-
nual report on the statistics of cities
having a population of over 30,000.
This report covers the year 1905,ans
includes financial and other statis-
tics.
The number of cities included in
this report is 154, of which 15 had
over 300,000 inhabitants, 25 between
lomiritu and 300,00e, 47 between 50,-
Otto and 1(141 000, and 67 under 50,-
000. Of the 154 cities, New York had
the largest land area-209,218 acres;
New Orleans stood second with 185.-
6(10; Chicago third with 11'7,447;
Philadelphia fourth, with 81,828;ane
Duluth fifth, with 40,556. The five
eines named were the only ones with
over 40,000 acres of land surface.
Six cities had over 30,000 acres and
less than 40,000. They are St. Louis,
Mo.; Washington, D. C.; Denver.
Coln.; Des Moines, Ia.; St. Paul and
Minneapolis, Minn.; with areas in
the order named. The 'tither cities
covering over 20,000 acres were, in
the order of decreasing areas: San
Francisco, Cal.; Salt Lake City-,
Utah; Taunton, Meese Sioux Cite.Iowa; Los Angeles, Cal.; Cincinnati,
0.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Cleveland, 0.;
Boston -Mass.; Springfield, Mass.;
Portland, Ore.: Worcester, Mass.; Su-
perior, Wis.; Detroit, Mich.; San An-
tonio, Tex.; Fall River, Mass.; Wi-
chita, Kan.; Manchester, N. H.; Seat-
FOR SALE.
My residence. 2012 West Jeffer
son street. Five rooms, hall, porches,
bathroom and pantry, Newly painted.
Rest resident location in city. Tel
phone Home 'phosse No. 1023. Als
household furniture. J. E. Baker
Nonce.
The annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Langstaff-Orme Manu-
facturing company will he held at
their office in Paducah, Ky., on the
9th day of October, 1907.
H. W. RANKIN. See)! and Treas.
—What are your "lucky numbers"?
Perhaps the number of the classified
tube in today's paper is one of your
lucky numbers, .
lb Austria only 38 per cent. of thc.
mhitiaits,sta. arr.:engaged atilcul -
ture, while in the sister coUntry,Hun-
gary, no fewer than 04 in each flu,
are engaged In tilling the laud.
tie. Wash., and Haverhill, Mass.
The city having the smallest land
area was Hoboken, N. J., with 82e
acres. There Is often great dispropoi
lion between the area covered by
a city and the number ofelte'inhabi-
tants. Duluth, Minn., with 64,942 in
habitants, takes in more territore
than St. Louis with its 636.973; Salt
Lake City with e population of 6,-
554 less than Hoboken, includes an
area 15 times as great. Of the
containing over 100,000 impulse ere
Allegheny, Pa., had the smallest land
areas-4.726 acres. Paterson, N. J.,
had the next smallest-5,157 acres:St. Joseph, Mo., the next-6,240
acres; Atlanta, Ga., the next-7,680;Jersey City, N. J., the nett-8,320,
and Memphis the '1 772 acres
MORE REASONS
Why We Deserve Your
Drug Store Patronage:
A prescription isan order froma doctor to a druggist for a
specified amount of medicine ofa certain kind and quality with
directions for its use by the
patient. Experience has taughtmost physicians that in many
instances medicinal prepare
tione made by certain firms give
Letter results than others thatmay be had for perhaps half themoney For this reason a doc-tor often names a certain brandof medicine which he wants
used in his prescription. Vsry
often it is easy for a druggist tou•e, the cheaper brand. This
practice on the part of the drug-
gist is called Si ilsT I TI-T1N(
The physicians of Padu•
cab know that we do not
substitute.
Our immense steel: enables usto give exactly what the doctor
orders.
Furthermore, business integ-
rity is not a mere jest with us.It 18 the foendation of our largeand steadily increasing prescrip-tion business All the doctorsknow that our name on thelabel guarantees the integrity
of the medicine.
Bring us your prescriptions.
iI
• • • •
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Jdeimp
tiI Vloth and iffoleums
These cool days will find you preparing your stoves
and grates for winter., YOU WILL NEED OIL
CLOTH 'AND LINOLEUM. We are stowing an end-
less variety of patterns to choose from.
Oil Cloths, all widths, 25c, 30e and 35e per square
yard.
Linoleums, 50c, 65c, $I and $133 per square yard.
Coco Door Mats, 50e to $1.75.
Coco Porch Strips, 35e to 65c per square yard.
LOCAL NEWS
•N•Pr-• •r•e4
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer tesidence phone 464;
Office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 3S)1.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just received. Itruneon's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Best and cheapest we rent bug-
glee. carriages and horses separately.
Both plemes 100. Copeland's stable,
ale Jefferson street
-Get some of the beautiful new
Many Murders Make Man Mad.
Chattanooga, Tette., Oct. 8.- "
am not crazy, but before my nex
trial I bet everybody will think I am"
was the statement made Friday by D
D. Edwards. who confessed during
his trial for the murder of a feline
railroadepy, that he had sho
and killed 14 and maybe 25 men dur
lug his life. The jury disagreed On
this trial, as they did ppon his first
TAXPAYERS NOTICE
All persons owing state and county
taxes for 1907 will have to settl
same at once as I will be forced to
levy on *tame. Please avail youraelve
of the last opportunity to save penal
ties and costs, etc.
JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.
witor tolko
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Avsevar-e-d-r
Te Enter Cincinnati College of Music.
.sliss Lucyette Soule, 513 North
Fifth street, will leave tomorrow
night for Cincinnati to enter the Col-
lege of Music. She wil study voice
culture under Lino Mattioll. Miss
Soule has a Alice of unusual power
and compass for so young a girl and
has given much pleasure by her sing-
ing since a tiny child. She comes of
a musically gifted family and her
friends here have always felt there
were wonderful possibilities eh her
voice.
Invitations to Burnett-Gilbert Wed-
ding.
Invitations have been received here
to the marriage of Miss Pearl Locke
Burnett to Mr. Albert Van Buren Gil-
bert, of Mobile, Ala.. on the evening
of Wednesday, October 23, at • 6
o'clock, at No. Eight Devitt street.
Mr. Gilbert is a former Paducah boy
and is very popular here. Announce-
ment of the engagement and approach
Mg wedding was made several weeks
ago.
Delphic flub Meeting.
The Delphic club met this morning
at the Carnegie library. It was a
most interesting session. The pro-
s
gram delightfully discussed was:
1. The Ancient Nile-its Tradi-
tions, Its Value-Miss Lowry.
2, Plant and Animal Life-Climate
--Mrs. Louis M Rieke.
1;
• 
The Desert-Its Oases--Miss
I 
t Ethel Morrow.
Mats Lowry in describing the Nile
gave a map talk, instead of discuss-
ing it in a paper. In connection with
ethe description Of the desert. Miss
Morrow read a selection from "The
_ i Garden of Allah." Mrs. Rieke's
work was full and comprehensive.
Two new neenbers were elected this
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun- trial, 
morning to fill vacancies in the club
boat Paducah at R. D. Clements &' Edwards has been going from lia.1 
Mrs. Lillard Sanders, a former mern-
Co. to worse, and last night ho walked in 
ber, and Mrs. George I.angstaff, Jr
egleaegkeeLetejejeileggejeeleselette
-We give you better carriage and to tke jail and stated that he was a 
The club decided to send another box handed out. gratis that the magnate through one of the darktned windoes
hadpreacher and H of books to the Kentucky mountains, better hurry. for 
Managers Chanee.; Hastily giving the alarm, he ran to
better service for the inonee• than 
n 
'notify Sheriff Williams. The official,_ wanted every one to get religion and a feature of the Federated club work Jones, McGraw and I.ajoie are on theis given by any transfer company i reached the bank just as the robbersfor an hour or more ha raved. Finally that the Delphic is much interested scent, and Mr. Ruetlecorn will be 1Arica. Fine carriages for special
occasiona on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-- Use 'the Earthquake carpet
cleaner. Sold at Biederman's.
-Now's the time to sow your lawns.1
Use our high grade and Evergreen
lawn grass seeds. Bledermang.
-Mr. Roscoe Reed, who is in Riv-
erside hospital, the result of an op-
eration, is reported slowly improving.
-Mrs. Mary Voight Is suffsring
front internal injuries sustained in a
fall several days ago while walking In
her garden. She resides at 1217 South
Tenth street.
-The- MitCrickeri County Medteal
society will meet this evening In the
office of Dr. Phil Stewart. Dr. H. P.
Sights will read a paper on "Phvsi-
ology" and Dr. Frank Boyd on. "Bee-
fier Fracture.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Suit Publishing Co.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
--Clarence Gaines, colored, 24
years old, died .of consumption at
Eighth and Nortnn streets, and will
be buried tomorrow in Oak Grove
cemetery.
--Mat tie Dinw aid ie, colored, 35
years old, died of typhoid fever, at
629 Ohio street. and will he buried
this! afternoon -In Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
--Jane si A. Mayes, colored, about
35 years old, died in Riverside hos-
pital of appendicitis and the body 18
at the Guy Nance undertaking estab-
lishment.
--Just received supply of the larg-
eet oysters; in the city. We receive
them fresh every day and will serve
oyster stew on Saturday night truln.
8 to 12 for only 10 cents a bowl.
People's restaurant, 119 South Third
street. IV. F. Johnston, manager.
-Vetch. Vet:h. W'inter Vetch seed
itte strent aaTtcrrir at M. J. Yepp Seed
Co., 124 South Second.
I WI: b u r W. Sart a IA :11 ! I. 1,4.4.41.4j. 4.4.4 ' rarraiarmsamsw 
!1:e tonight.
Mr. Carl E. Fame ears gone to Chi- f I
(ago on business. 1N ill COURTS 'Miss Eleanor Wright has returned
to Paducah after it visit to her par-
ente, Mr. aud Mrs. J. A. W•right.-- '-
Mayfield Messenger.
Miss Porter Campbell has return-
ed home to Paducah after a visit to
Mrs. Jasper Hamilton at Mayfield.
Mrs. J. W. Rye has returned home
to Paducah after a visit to Mrs
Saphia Mayes at Mayfield.
Miss Mary Rye has rettfrutel transferred to the plaintiff, the Globe
home to Paducah after a skit to Bank & Trust company.
Misses Mattie Ray Clark and Ruth J. H. Garrison, of Ft. Waynegjad
Blalock at Mayfield. against Ben T. Frank for $155, a:
Mr. George H. Goodman leg last leged to have been lost in a lumber
night for Lexington to attend the fall deal. lie alleges that he bought lum-
ber from Prank represented to be in,
good condition, but when It reached
him, It was not what he contracted
for, causing him to lose $15e on the
deal. He asks for the amount lost.
race meet.
Hon. Everett Jennings. of Madison-
ville, is here today to attend the Bry-
an speaking.
Mrs. Mary Mack has retureed to St
Louis, after a visit to NI • and Mrs
C. H. Blaney.
HUNTING PLAYERS
FOR Hiti LEAGUES.
Scouts Still Busy iu Searching Coun-
try for Stars of Future in the
Major Organizations.
Alsi over the country today the base
ball scouts of the big major leagues
are digging into the bush in eearchsof
playing phenoms who, they hope, will
startle the fans next year by develop-
ing into Wagner.. Matheattons or La-
joies and incidentally help materially
in pulling down a petinale for the
club that secures these backwoods
wonders.
The mail that is daily dumped upon
In l'ircuit Court.
Globe Bank and Trust company
against W. 0, Stanford, J. S. Peal and
Thompson-Wilson & Co. for the col-
lection of g note of $G38.1i0. The
note was originally made to Thomp-
son-Wilson & company and later
Deeds Hied.
G. \V. Norton, executor, to 11
Smedley, power of attorney.
Cordelia B. Travis to R. S. Barnet:
property at Hayes and Powell ave-
nues, $1 and other considerations.
Midge Janes Overby to H. W. Ru-
dolph. property in the county, $10e
H. W. Rudolph to W. C. Rudolph,
property in the county, $50.
Marriage Lirellf4444.
W, H. Bentley to Elsie M. Snider.
STEAL H1.1.1s NIILLION
AND MURDER SHERIFF.
Seddon, Ala.. Ost. Four utaeked
rubbers looted the First National
bank of this town last night, shot and
killed Sheriff John Williams and es•
caped on a handcar, northbound, on
Ammo' WI a. AI10.
F
R
Hot coffee made by a real Kinhce
man in a
Genuine Kinhee Coffee Pot, the
Twentieth Century Wonder
of the justly celebrated delicately flavor
KINHEE COFFEE, a delightful hot
drink made in a minute B 4 your eyes.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
The greatest range ever made; has all the good merit
able points that the best talent could combine in the
manufacture of a range. The range now burning
under heavy fire with paper pipe. U want to C and
know the points of the GREAT MAJESTIC.
Hot Coffee and Hot Biscuit Served
Every Day.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS £0.
Imuirporated.;
Laid at Reel in Dresden Centetery.
Dresden, Tenu., Oct. 8.-The lunar.
al of Dr. Wellborn Mooney, the be-
loved minister of the gospel who died
here Saturday anti- a long Illness,
look place this afternoon with the
'most impressive eervicee, conducted
in the Methodist church from 2 to 4
o'clock. The casket and altar were
'ts'evered with the most beeutiful floral
-offerings, testimonials of the love and
esteem in which this man of God was
held by his neighbors and friends.
The rhurch was filled to its utmost
capacity. The funeral services were
conducted by Bishop E. E. Boss, liti-
Ossted by the pastor of the church.
the presiding elder of the Dresden
district. They each took part in the
solemn services and each paid a beau-
tiful tribute to the memory of Mr.
Mooney Ind eulogised the work he
had done In life.
The burial in the Dresden cemetery
folowed the church service, This spry-
was conducted by the Masons.
The active pallbearers were members
of the. Masonic lqdge an the honor-
ary pallbearer we're taonfederate vet-
- _woke their oitheteray -u04-
forms. Many former parishoners of
--Mr. Mooney and pupils of his grief-
etricken wife ramp from deoranee to
attend the funeral,
he was quieted, but every few ree_ in. The club sent travelerg--14brary gobbled up "if you don't watch out."l evidently scenting discovery, 
were
ments he would declare he could see
the faces of his victims around him
He dozed in his chair anti woke up
fighting, with the exclamation that
a man he had shot was after hint.
He sprang upon the night jailer
with murderous intent. He was sub-
dued after a desperate struggle. He
was put in a cell and wtil be sent ,to
the state asylum, In sane moments he
begs for some one to kill him or let
him kill himself.
last spring to the mountains. It will
.1also. take up the distribution of books
:to the county schoole. This, however,
is not in connection with the ,feder-
ated work.
Fine For Rarities.
Memphis, Oct. 8.--The troubles of
the river etearner Fred Hartweg, hail
gig from Cairo, Ill., as her home
over,port., are not yet 
year. This was the vessel of which
csasplaint was made by President
Roosevelt. during the river trip front
St. Louis to Memphis last week, and
whose pilot and master, Clarence
Nichols: was suspended for six
months last Saturday after a hearing
before the local inspectors of hulls
and boilers. It appears from the In
formation submitted to Collector Jet
treys. that the Hartweg left the city
on Sunday without reporting any
change of masters, which is a viola
tion of the navigation laws of the
United States, carrying with it Pen
alty of a fine of $100 for each of
Social Event This Afternoon.
The lecture on Ibsen by Mrs: Sarah
E. Dunbar, followed by an informal
reception to Mrs. Dunbar. is taking
place this afternoon at the Woman's
I
club house front 4 to 6 o'clock. It
is made quite a social occasion as Mrs
Dunbar is a club woman of promin-
sence as well as a notable intrepeter
of Ibsen. .Some attractive music
'will be featured during the afternoon,
Editor J. R. Lemon and Hon. S. H
Crossland, of Mayfield, are here to
attend the Bryan speaking and ac-
company the Nebraskan to Mayfield
Mr. J. R. Duncan, of Brookport, Is
In the city today.
Mr. Herbert Voight is ill at his
home. Fourth and George street.
- Mrs. Walter Shepherd, of Fulton, is
- In the city visiting her sister, Mrs
Albert Dumain. 609 South Third
street. She is accompanied by Mrs
-3. .1. Bornsebein. of Indianapolis. who
has been her guest in Fulton. Mrs
-irfornschetn and Mrs. Rfeoherd form-
-.erlY lived in Padueah and have many
tense.
Collector Jeffreys, after receiving
the report on Monday morning, as
sessed the $100,,penafty against the
Fred Ilaraeveg and the vessel's own
era. the Huntington and St. Louis
Towboat company. of Cairo, Ill.
Preparing For War.
Washington, Oct, 8.-- Two import-
ant moves by the United States in
preparation for possible war in the
east became known here' today They
are: The hurried fortification of Su- today to visit homefolks before going
big bay, in the Philippine islands, to California to locate.
which AdmVal Dewey regards its a Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Thompson are
more important strategic point than the parents of a ten pound girl baby
manni bay. The provieion. of the born this morning. -
alAtlantic battleship fleet with unlimIt- Mr. .1. S. Hunt, of 1720 Monroeed suppltes of ntg.nes. torpedoes an Street, Is III of 'fever.
guns, to enable the t fleet to rush t01 Miss Belle Cave has returned from
the Philippines fully prepared for any' Raleigh, North Carolina, where she
attack by a foreign power. !accompanied her sister. Miss Mary
Cave, who entered college there.
Lao Said He Was Crazy, Mrs. Milton Riley has returned
Paris. Oct. h.-The trial of Jaeob front visiting her sister, Mrs. Milton
Law, naturalized Russian American 'Jones, of Mayfield.
anarchist, who fired at the French l Mrs. A. Danaher yesterday went
troops from the top of a bus during to Dawson Springs for a sojourn.
the May Day celebration began to- Mr. Martin Vogt and fetidly leave
day. Law has written a letter to the tonight for Steamboat fairings. Col.
cdurt, declaring he was suffering from to locate. He has been Hying at G-ol.
temporary madness, and begging
leniency,
!friends here. It is Mrs. Bornschein's
'first visit in five years and she is
-1 mush 
impressed with PadUcah's im-
provement.
Mrs Nelson Soule. 513 North
Fifth street, returned home last night
rfom a visit to her grand-daughter.
Mrs. William K. Coolidge, In Mem-
phis, Tenn.
C. Rice, of Maseac. is vis-
iting her daughters.. Mrs. L. C. Rice
and Mrs. C. R. Reynolds.
• Mr. W. J. Shaw went to Hickman
Boxers Killed.
iCanchow, China Oct. -For par-
ticipation in the recent riots here the
Chinese government 'has arrested and
conda, Ill., for two years, but goes
west to operate a sheep ranch.
Mr. Edward King and bride have
returned from a month's wedding
tour of the west.
Mrs Louis P. Head and children
left last night for Pensacola. Fla., to
punished 20 rioters. One hundred join Mr. Head, who now makes tat
place his home.
Mr, and Mrs.. Vernon .1. Blow, of
Louisville, are at the Palmer. •
Supt. of Grace Sunday School. Mr. B. H. Scott went to White
Mr. Vincent Salvo has been elected Plains this morning on business.
superintendent of Grace Episcopal, Mrs. T. C. Nichols is quite ill at
Sunday school and was installed Sun- her home on South Sixth ,street.
day. Miss Mary Bolling, daughter of the
Rev. W. T. Boiling, left this morn-
A Mistaken Quotation: Husband big for South Carolina to spend the
(sighing) -She gave, me her hand winter with relatives. She was ac-
yesterday, and promised that she companied as far as Memphis by her
would try to control her temper, and father,
tqdly she threw me downstairs! • Dr. Bob Overbey. of Birmingham
a:Frailty. thy name is woman!" ,- was in the, city lest night. -,
Translated. r Dr. Lightfoot. of Carbondale, Ili.
• ,La.eisieLog kiissetteela, . dodge ,fts
Civilization is what teaches a man Lightfoot. ,
"Boxers" have been killed by gov-
ernment troops at Canara Fu. •
the magnates' desks contains scores the Southern railway. It. is said the
of letters from well wisbers of the amount taken is $e75,250. The rob-
clubs and the youngsters who desire' ber3' and the killing of Sheriff Wil-
liams caused intense excitement, andto bring the magnate and the eeender
together for mutual advantage. The a Posse star" on the trail of the hal'
tdits soon after the crimes were com
weird and wonderful doings of Josh:mite&
Rustiegern on the Buckeye Corners' The robbers were discovered at
nine are described In seven chapters work about lt) o'clock, when a man
and a postscript and the adv.ce hgpasiting the bank happened to peer
about to .•ale. The sheriff called tip -The magnate, are keen on the,
On them to halt, but before he could
hunt, too, but it isn't every Buckeyegoeate them in the darkness they
Corners star that can tear up turf on 'opened are upon hint and he was in-
the big diamonds to the advantage of 'steady killed.
the clubs, and for that reason there, The crowd which had gathered was
is always a suspicion of doubt about pangestricken, and in the confusion
the rustic's ability, despite the fact thebandits essaped, rosining through
that the writers are earnest in their .the streets with their booty and fir-
desire to see him located with thetiging as they ran. Running north to
the yards of the southern railway,favorite big league club. That is °nee--
they procured a handcar, ran it down
way by which the lad from the back-I
woods lands on the teams of the 
bigia heavy grade and etetapoti.
cltles--by writing akead,"getting In-
WATER aftTICE.
troduced"and then etomIng on, if be Patrons of the Water Company are
gets the chance, to try to make good
in the eyes of the owner.
Then there is another way. Mr.
Magnate needs a vacation. He goes
up into the mountains or into the
siknce of the shadowy valleys in the
belief that there, at least, the game
of baseball is unknown. False hope.
He has barely rested from carrying
his grips up the hill front the station
before the host drawls out:
"Yer've ;tette jest in time. mister,
There's goat' to be a (tern fine game
of ball this afternon over in the
meadow between the Blue Jay Hus-
tlers from ganithport and the All-
American Stars. I think they calls
themselves, front down by Pinkaa-
tawny way. Dad fine players. I tell
yer. Best I ever see."
So, in the sunny Sunday afternoon
Mr. Magnate goes "over nigh the
meadow," half to please his genial
"spinach-whiskered•• host, who act-
companies him, and half to satisfy
the love of the national game, which
cannot be throttled, vacation or no
vacation. Then it's the old story.
There in the backwoods the trained
jtidgment and critical eye of the pro-
feselonal player buyer finds a dia-
mond in the rough, a real baseball
play-er. slow and-clumsy in his native
eoti, bat- with- 8988.1.6>, else, atamina.i
and real art. which, when gut into,
training in the environment of the
fast major leagges will develop into a
new baseball force.
It hardly tf"'!11S poseible but with
the passing of a couple of !summers
this rude farmer boy will be the talk
of the nation, awe tang thousands of
fans every day to see him preside on
the mound, or on the sacks, or cover
his part of the field in'championehip
manner. That's the way many of the
great men come to baseball fame.
Hack Yards in (Viva.
M. Jules Vactot. chief gardener of
the city of Paris. urges upon Anferl-
cane a study of possible back-yard de-
velopment even in the most limited
space. Ten or fifteen feet reserved for
the wash in Paris back yards, leaves'
room for flowers, vines, trellises, seats
and perhaps an at fresco supper. Even
the very poor in Paris -have their 'win-
dow boxes of plants and flowers. Wita
dow gardening is encouraged by pre
Vete charity in Boston. Why confine
it to charity? Why cannot the habit
he extended and even Made a matter
of general application? The appeal of
beauty, in flower life reaches all ages,
and lights up all social conditions.--
Boston Herald.
This is such a slangy old age that
they will poem releysto theeastiae vire_
gills" as "the hep ;kirts." --New Vol*
to laugh at a joke even if ho has Attorney Mike Oliver went to Hop- Mail.
heard it tan time) before Florida-kiwis-Me yesterday on business. --
Titnes-Uttion, 1 Mrs. Alfred B. Tonks and Mrs. Fee Sun want ids. see results,
reminded that their rents espireil
Sept. Melt. ThOfte VI 110 desire to re
new them s1 Id do mo before it is
forgotten, as all preinieee net l's Id for
on or before Sriii he ehnt off.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WA 1'
!every dose mates you feelbetter. Lois- Pi
keeps vor whole Insides tight SoM on tht
sicriey•twck plan eserywnete. Pelee .11) cent,.
Notice!
All toweosts landing at the Padu-
cah Wharfboat wharfboat
will be charged two ($2.00) dollars
for each and every landgg. Time not
to exceed two hours for each landing.
James Koger, Pres.
JAMES KOGER, Pres.
D. M. STREET, sec.
For Rent.
Nine room heese. Mt foot lot. 414
South Tenth. Modern conveniences.
J. A. Rudy.
Whenever there's a
rainy day, you can be
sure there's some special
inducement at our store
for the economical pur-
chaser.
Today special price in
Rain Coats.
If you come wet, you
can go home dry.
_Try a Priestly Crava-
nette, the coat %jib a
guarantee.
WANT ADS
A.1-4-1-r-r-r-t-r-r-r.r. 4
Subscribers inserting want 8418 ill
The Sun will kindly r,:member that
all inch items are to be paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without excep-
tion.
--FOR-KIN-15LING wood ring 2361.
--MITCHELLS for bigb-gratle bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED---GoOd second-hand cash
register. Address 0. Care Sun. _
FOR heatieg and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
-FOR RENT-Apartment In 603
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh,
FOR SALE- Runabout rubber-
tired buggy nearly new. Phone 217.
FOR RENT-Rooms. Apply 1944
Broad.
FOR PUREitp-Ple--itnegar-3YearS
cad, Bicbon Bros., Stall 31. Market.
FOR Diti WW1), old phone
2361.
GROCERY clerk wanted. C. F.
Schrader. Thirteenth and Monroe.
FARM FOR SALE-70 acres
gravel road. public school. J. M.
Clarke, 13419 Jefferson street.
X% ANTED--Poelleon by first-classi
stenographer. New phone 25ll.
-WANTED-Good reliable man for
dairy work. Apply to•1647 Clay.
- FOR SALE-Gravel, sand and dirt:
Old phone 211-a.
FOR SALE-- Pallor, sitting mem.
dining room and bed room turn:titre.
Mrs. R. Loeb, 504 Broadway,
FLAT FOR RENT-Seventh, be-
tween Broadway and Kentucky ave-
nue. Apply to Mrs: Whitefleld.
-FOR RENT --Three roomhouse'
nith pantry. $6 per menet. Salem av-
enue. Phones
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks:
dale RI 0,. Co. Old phone 1261 r. Neer
phone 126o.
- _
FOR SALE---iron store front uith
-PIMP glaFr4 doom: -Applyetoettne -Hen-
neberger House. 216 South Third.
WE ARE NOW In i position to
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chile and- hot tarnaies, Ill 1-2 South
Third.
WANTED-Job presta•agers. AP-
ply to Sutherland Medicine conipans's
printery.
WANTED- Compt•tent man or
woman to cook and do general house-
work. Man preferred. App:y morning
only, 1630 Jefferson street.
. BOB. SALE-- My 5-room cottage,
No. 2421 Broadway. Terms easy. For
particulars call at house or telephone
No. 725. Old. C. 0. Griffin.
WANTED TO RENT--A --moderi
or 9 room residence. Light. heat
and bath. West End preterred. Ad-
dress X. Y. Z., Sun office.
FOR SALE-My 5-room cottage,
corner Twenty-seventh and Broadway.
For further information telephone
1925 old phone. J. H. Dugger.
WANTED-- -Everybody to, know
that now is the time to sow your
lawns. Use our Evergreen lawn grsos
seeds. For sale at Biederman's.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WANTED- A cook for family of
two, Experience required. Good wages
and room on place. James Campbee,
Jr.. 127 South Fourth street.
- WANTED-A good cook, at once:
good wages paid to woman wh )
knows how to cook. and Is seeking
good position. Apply at 1039 Jeffer-
son.
SATraDAY Sept. 21. f will open
my shooting gallery at R.hkopf's old
building, 111 South Second street, op-
posite market. Glad to see all our
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
FOR SALE CHEAP-- Desirable
property on South Fourth. Three
houses, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin.
ill. Box 306, or Inquire at Joe Bren-
pegs shoe shop. 126 -1-2 Kentucky
-avenue, for full particulars.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work celled for and delivered. One
Walsh; all I ask. James Duffy, gouth
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
462-a.
DESIRABLE BOARDING-HOUSE
-e-a-aBrTek gladden-re In Ilret-etaes ron-
idition, three blocks from Broadway.
15 rooms, bath room, both gas and
'electric fixtures; 11150, large dining
, room-- speelally adapted for a desie
!able boarding house. For rent, Apply
i to John D. Smith, 408 North Third
WANTED --Girl for genteel house- street.
work. Wages $2 per week. Only first-, 
1 FOR SALE- - Just finished four,class girl need apply: 416 South,
.room cottage with pantry, cabinet*Fourth street; phone 2(792.
PLAT FOR RENT- Four rooms.
I mante:. Front and back porches. WE--
Bath,. etc.. 1140 Broadway. L. D. 
let in kitchen. On 40 ft. lot. Small,
stret. 
, McCracken Real Estate and Mort-
cash pas ment: balance in monthly.
Sanders. Phone ;65, 318 sonth Sixth
______ Igage Co. (Incorporated.) leillard D.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad:Ifilanderie Pres. Phone 765. Office 318
dies or repair at the Paducah Harnesd South Stith street.
and Saddle Co., you are getting thei Able-
best. 204 Kentucky . avenue. 
WANTED- For U. S. army: e
-- -- .. _ _ bodied unmarried Men between ages
, REWARD-$25 reward for eva'of 21 and 35: (Orisons of the United
deuce and conviction of parties turn-States, of good character and tern-t
ing in false fire alarms fro boxes of perate habits, who can speak, reaim
American District Telegraph entaPatie land write English. Men wanted now
-----WANTEW-C-Cetlik---=A-----ciiiiiieteril.ifor service in Cuba. For information
owed cook. can get good position apply to Reeruting Officer. New Rich-
t rione other gnetereetdapply) at 328 mend House. Paducah. KY.
North 
m 
i
NIGHT SCHOOL-- First month's
--F-tiR TRENT-J.--Room in home with tuition free if you clip and mail or
family of ordinary people. Would
like to rent to sante kind of folks. Ad-
diess M. 13, Sun Office.
FOR RENT- Fine farm about 11
tntle.a frOM city. Good 1101.1Se 8111 out
loundings. Apply to 309 Broadway T.
IS Lydon.
WANTED - apoke turners for
Egati and' Welt Chaster' lithe*. I
Jackson, Miss. Apply at Hoopes
Brothers & Oarlington, Inc., West
taukaoli, Miss.
present this notice within the next
five days ti Draughon's Practice/.
Business College (incorporated)
314 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Old
phone 1755 asking for particulars of
,this remarkable offer. If you desire,
quit at end of month, owing nothing,
'or Continue at special rater-$11
Marriage is never a failure. her
often tile contracting parties are.
6
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INTERESTING
DATA ABOUT THE
EPISCOPAL MEET
Richmond, Va., Oct. 8.—With the
great Episcopal convention now in
session. attention is centerin•
on the
both at home and abroad. Outside of
church lines, his connection with the
line arts has made h: n famous
throughout the country. has been
a director in the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of New York and has personally
personnel of wha,
:s one of the most distiu-
guished gatherings of churchmen and
Iitymen that has been seen in Rich-
mond in many years. One of the
most prominent lay delegates i-
J Plerpont Morgan, the eminent
finaneler and banker, of New York
city, who has attended the last two
gatherings of the Episcopal church
leing a delegate in 1901to ilostoe
sod iu 1801 to the famou.-
e hich &settee:hied in San
Mr. Morgan's sheet wealth and his
:ffieralleee hq ,the church have made
aim a prominent figure in these con-
ventions. aside from his prominence
the ffnancial world of ibis country
and urope. lie has been the prinei-
eel contributor to the great cathedral
of St. John the Divine, which is In
progress of ereeLion on Morningside other cities, and, as started some
Heights, New York city, lie has also matiths ago, his agents have rented
been a generous patron of missions for October the famous old Thomas
mansion, at the corner of Second and
Grace streets, where the New York
hanker and milionaire entertain
in handsome style during the weeks
of the Episcopal convention.
The boasts which will be Mr. Mar-
THE PA.DUCAH EVENIWG S.(7/4'. TUESDAY, 
OCTOBER S.
04040401
"Keep well"
is better than
"get well"
Scott *.r
Emulsion
fortifies the body
against disease and
strengthens it dur-
ing convalescence.
It is composed of
cod liver oil and
hypophoaphites in
easily digested form.
It builds up taster
than work, worry
and trouble can tear
down.
•
ALL DRUGGISTS;
SU, AND $1.00. •
0440000.
collected one of the finest assortments
of art treasures ever hi-ought into
this country.
The Thomas HOUSe.
-For the period of the convention
Mr. Morgan will carry out in Rich-
mond the custom he has laid down in
OPEN SECRETS.
. To overcome the well-grounded and reaknable objections_ of the
more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal compounds, Dr. R. V.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. V., some time ago, decided to make a bold de-
parture from the usual course pursued by the makers of put-up medi-
cines for domestic use, and so published broadcast and openly to the
whole world, a full and complete list of the ingredients entering into
the composition of his widely celebrated medicines. Thus he has
taken the many users of his medicines into his full confidence. Thus
too he has absolutely and completely removed his medicines from
among stmet nostrums of doubtful merits, and made them REMEDIES
OF KNOWN COMPOSITION.
Dr Pierce's medicines are now in a class all by themselves—
'being absolutely and in every sense Non-secret.
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown that his formulas are of such
excellence that he is not afraid to subject them to the fullest scrutiny.
Not only does the wrapper of every
bottle of 'Dr. Pierce's Goklen Medical
Discovery, the famous medicine fir
weak stomach, torpid liver or bilious-
ness and all catnrrlial diseases where, er
located, have printed upon it, in plain
English, a full and complete list of all
the ingredients composing it, but a
small book has been compiled from
numerous standard medical- werks, of
all the different schools of practice,
containing very numerous extracts frem
the writings of leading practitioner,:
of medicine, 'endorsing in the strongest
possible terms, each and every ingredi-
ent contained in Dr. Pierce's meth-
cinee. one of these little books will be
mailed free to any one sending achlrese
on postal card or by letter, to Dr. R.V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., and requesting
the same. From this booklet it will be
learned that Dr. herce's medicines con-
tain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral
agents or other poisonous or injurious
agents and that they are made from
native, Medicinal mots of great value;
also that some of the most valuable in-
gredients contained in Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription for weak, nervous,
over-worked, "run-down," nervous and
debilitated women, were employed, long
years ago by the Indians for similar
ailments affecting their squaws. In
fact, one of the most valuable medic-
inal plants entering into the composi- '
tion of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion was known to the Indians as
"Squaw-Weed." Our knowledge of the
won of not a few of our most valuable
native, medicinal plants was gained
from the Indians.
As made up by improved and exact
precesees, lied with the use of specially
designed chemical apparatus, the "Fa- •
vorite Preecription" is a most efficient
eemedy for regulating all the womanly !
functions, correcting displacements, as
prolamens, anteversion and retreversion,
overcoming painful periods, toning up
the nerves and bringing about, a per-
fect stet° of health.
The (zed preportion of the several in-
gredients nsed in thee medicines, as
seep as the working fertimle and pecul-
iar processes, apparatus and appliances
ernployPd lti their manufacture, are
withheld front putlierty that Dr. Pierce's
proprietary rights may not be infringed
and treepassed upon by unprincipled ,
!imitators and those who may be pirati-
cally
Dr. John l'yfe, of Satigatuck, Conn.,
, Editor of the Department of Therapeu-
tics in THE laces:roc Review says of
Unicorn rot Heltenias Dioica) one of
the chief ingredients of Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription: "A remedy which
invariably acts as a uterine invigorator
and always favors a condition which
makes for normal activity of the entire
reproductive system, cannot fail to be
of great usefulness and of the utmost
importance to the general practitioner
of medicine."
"Ifelonias more fully answers the
ab:1,• purposes than any other drug
hoe ireich I ran acquainted. In the
treatment of diseases peculiar to women
it is seldom that a case is seen which
does not present some indication for
this remedial agent."
"The following are among the lead-
ing indications for Heloniae: Pain or
aching in the baak, with leucorrhem
ohmic (weak) conditions of the repro-
ductive organs of women,- mental de-
pression and irritability, associated with
chronic diseaees of the reproductive
organs of women, constant sensation of
heat in the region of the kidneys:
menorrhagia, ("Hooding") due to a
weakened con:been of the reproductive
cysts-m; amenerthem arising from or
accompanying an abnormal condition
of the digestive 'trans and an anemic
(thin blood) habit; dragging sensation
in the extreme lower part of the ab-
domen."
If more or less of the above symptoms
are present, no invalid woman can do
better than take Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Proscription, which is rich in all the
medical properties of Unicorn root, or
HelorEas.
MEN AND WOMEN
should have a geed medical book
handy. They should have a book that
treats of the sexologicaT rihations of the
sexes as well as how and when to ad-
vise son and daughter. A standard
work is the People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, by R.V. Pierce. M. II.
leend t1 ne-cent stamps for the latest
thorelighly revised, cloth-bound book,
or In stamps fie the paper-covered
volume. Address Dr. K. V. Piero*,
Buffalo, N. Y.
I. _
•
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EASTTENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY. !MCORP* AAAAA
gan's headquarters stands in one of
The Most desirable tie:alone of Grace
street and is centrally located for the
various functions whech will come be-
fore the triennial convention. A few
blocks away is the Jeherson hotel, on
Franklin street, which will be in a
ineaeure the headquarters of the con-
vention. Near -the hotel is the resi-
dence of P. II. Mays, a member of the
convention, wahich has been placed at
the disposal of Bishop Gibson of the
diocese of Virginia, and will be used
as a sort of bishops' club for the
period of the gathering.
Several blocks down Grace street
is St. Paul's church, where the con-
vention will bold its seaslons, and
here the delegates from all parts of
the United States will sit in pews
once occupied by Jefferson Davis and
the Lees and the old aristocracy of
Richmond.
The Thomas house is one of the
largest private homes in the city,
being a square three-story brick man-
sion, standing in grounds which oc-
cupy a half block along the Grace
street front. Ample stables and out-
buildings are on the premises, and
the house itself is &loci and furnished
in a style which represents the beet
taste of ail old regime of Virginia
gentry.
James Thomas, the founder of the
family and builder of the house, was
the pioneer manufacturer of tobacco
on a large scale In Richmond, and
was one of the earliest of the touches-
sion a "tobacco milionaires," which
the trade in the fragrant weed has
produced. The business established
by Mr. Thomas afterwards became
the T. C. Williams Tobacco company.
and is today one of the largest con-
etituent branches of the great tobacco
combine of the country, the American
Tobacco company.
The present house was built
shortly after the war. f1/4
After the death of Mr. Thomas and
his widow, it descended to their
daughter, Mrs. Thomas N. Rutherford
le whom is is now owned.
Mr. Thomas e as a patron of educe
thin an literature. and his bequests
to Richmond college make the foun-
dation of the endowment of that in-
stitution. One of the daughters of
Mr. Thomas married Dr. J. L. M.
Curry, well known throughout the
country as an author, educator and
statesman. Dr. Curry, besides being
a professor of note, an author of sev-
eral standard works on political eco-
nomy and history, was for some years
United States minister to Spain. He
was for, many years the secretary of
• the Peabody fund for education, and
In this especially had a *Ide acquaint-
ance with educators throughout
America. Another daughter of Mr
Thomas was married in this house to
t heir. Carlisle, who is now well known
in diplomatic circles inWashington
Mr. Carlisle was chancellor and spe-
cial counsel for the Spanish legation
during a period of difficulty and
strain.
Still another daughter of this fain-
tly married lion. Richmond Pierson,
'an uncle of Capt. Hobson, who was
named in his honor. Mr. Pierson
'was for some time a member of con-
gress from North Carolina and later
was in diplomatic service of this
country abroad, serving as minister to
Persia and later to Greece.
The Thomas or-Rutherford house
as It is now known, marks about the
c-enter of the city, and is on one of
the highest points within the city's
limits. Just opposite is the home of
Miss Mary Johnson, the author of
several well-known novels dealing
with colonial Virginia history.
Will Entertain boyishly.
The negotiations for the house
were conducted by Mr. Morgan's pri-
vate secretary, who came to Rich-
mond early last spring, dealing direct
with the owners, and without the as-
sistance: of the commitee, who are
arranging for the conventiorelt is gen
orally understood that the rent for
the month of October was fixed at
$5,(tee, for the house completely fur-
nished, in addition to which Mr. Mor-
gan agreed to make certain altera-
tions, which are now In progress.
,Mr, Morgan has - brought with
him— from his • house in New
York a full staff of servant. in-
cluding his chef, and it is said that
he will entertain extenelvely while
in the city. It Is known that several
prominent bishops and laymen will
be his guests during the term of the
convention, and judging by his cus-
tom at former conventions, It may be
taken for granted that his house will
be the scene of a lavish hospitality
throughout the term of the conven-
tion. The fact that Mr. Morgan will
attend as a delegate from his dio-
cese and take so prominent part in
this great Episcopal gathering is
taken as effectually setting at rest
the oft-repeated rumors that the
great banker contemplated changing
his allegiance to the Roman Catholic-
church. Mr. Morgan is known to have
many friends in the Catholic faith,
including his partner, Mr. Drexell and
his public reception by the pope while
In Home last winter seemed to give
color to the rumors.
The custom of renting a house for
the mienth of the convention, inaugu-
rated by Mr. Morgan when a delegate
to the 9an Francisco convention six
years ago, has been followed by a
number of other prominent people
in the church, and a dozen or more
private homes in Richmond have been
leased for October to members or at-
tendants on this convention.
Foreman Bros! iNovelty Co.
Incorpo.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete mac' inc shop:
1112•134 M. Fourth At. Phortos 787
0
—Von ran sell your real estate—
and anybody eleehe--anym here —any
time—most any price (is honest)
if you can write or procure a convinc-
ing ad.
CheiiNOINIIIC
a A.
elee
OCIN111114
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The Splendid New
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play.--one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid pail rains of intrigue,
mystery, love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest to
die fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring, picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring climax,Safan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Haffle Erminie Rives
Author of Ilearts Courageous
and The rhastawas
hitagnificcntly Illustrated by
A. B. WENZELL
Srrin /kg C)W
;ii&
WI IIIIASAflA*
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For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
borne, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the huvie-lover. All its contributions center in the letin.e. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-souled. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
TFIE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its hinge is wide and its treatment thontugh.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
autii:irity. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chute contributes a great series on horne furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Ole HOPI
MAGAZ IN
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HONE MAGAZINE
An THE FOLLOWING
CONCERT
An art svhich requires most studious and dill-
pert applicant to be known at its best. Many
lemper, accomparcel super ,,r
enahle our readers tc wife constant variety and
chain, to the iotrre table.
Marian liarInn,+, the greatest living author-
ity, conducts this &palmitin.
HOUSERUILDING
This department constantly reflects the best
Idea, and expericme i t the whole coin:try it
building comfortable, artisti, yet moderate-
priced homes
INTERIOR DECORATION
Genuinely helpful, with timely suggestions of
Intense practical value. Mural del-oration, rugs,
furniture, and the correct uric:see:nem cf tote.
uttrs. with a special view to ...onvenience aid
comfort.
NOUSURITLNG
The management of a borne from cellar to
garret, with some mention of the thousz.nd and
one lalior vaving devices now being rranufac-
tored for the convenience of the home maker,
whether the home be of two or twenty rooms.
FLORICULTURE OR LANDSCAPI
GARDINING
invilnahle ft,r those lovers of nature who
would make their home grounds attractive and
beautifzil. Helpful to the amateur florist and
interestmg to every one.
THE VEGETeEt F. GARDEN
Seasonalrl, artitltv dealing with gaerfenin,g_ on
a tossn o: city it. What to grow and how co
grow it. fIlled with good :leas. Illustrated.
THE HORSE AND THE STABLE
Illustrated antics by acknowledged author-
ities.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL
PracGt at sod helpful departments. Miller
Ihirvis, editor of Poultry, is out of the Contrib-
utors.
PRACTICAL PARDONS
Choice designs. illustrations and complete
descriptions carefuily selected to give oulsorrib-
ers advance styles, practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders prompt and
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
EXIIROID6RY AND NISDLIWORIC
Pretty yet simple devices thin even very busy
women can successfully accomplish. The vari-
ety ,tffered suggects autnetliing that appeals to
all interested in different types of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
the making of strong, well-formed, perieelly
developett torlit, the value of asereissr, bath-
ing, wrth spectd articles us the Cafe of toe
eyes, nose, tart and ears.
MAINLY AbOUT;PROPLI
I ntert.iiiing C.1r1f1 in partici-10m of Amer.
loan men and women. Mobil ateil with pot-
traits.
VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
hi hotmom at311 women of many vocations are
thinking, and saying, on the questions of the
day.
SillaM-Sferrill novels, the most popular sto-
ries of America. appear as serials before their
publication in boot, form.
THE CNOICEST SNORT STORMS
/fnmortmrt stories. love strict and stories
of Miami-us anti sr:yowl:re--clean, wholesome,
igatiaf yittig and ttelightful, and lots of Mem. will
appear in every number.
YEW GINGER ./AR
A mirth.provotiing. cheerful, smile-making,
exhilarating collgsrtion of vagrant bits uf was
and humor, both young and old.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
0.1.1. im••••• N••••••
A Special Feature
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the must intimate, familiar, and
personal way with time home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories
By the best writers in the coon-
ryappeariueveryissue. Bright,
clever, eutertahling, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illtetrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artilts
whose work appear; in THE
110MI: MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy,Har-
rison Fisher, A. B. Wenzell,
C. F. thiderwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge,
etc., etc.
rtCV TITOW/M
Eziff tk. /I Tg
yaw. ,uarr Via
0c7.11411
This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost  
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* • ••
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
The Sun 115 S. Third St.
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Never tuft(' any man's religion by
what he says when you step on his
corn.
111
•
LARK'S
KIDNEY
ROBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two dose' giro relief, and one ken
will cute any ordinary case of Kid-
itey or bladder trouble. Removed
travel, tures Diabetees Seminal
blinissions, Weak and Lams Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularillea of
the Kidneys and Bladder izi both
teen and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box en the no cure no pay basis
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourts
lad Broadway, sole agent for Patin-
*eh, or sent by stall upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louie-
vtlb*. Kr
Towne—He's out of a job now. He
had a good opportunity, bet he didn't
take the trouble to improve it.
13rowne---Yes, it's a runty thing
about trouble, isn't it? If you don't
take it you'll have it.— Philadelphia
Press. -
For
EMER6ENCY
PRESCRIPTIONS
And Others, Too.
Either Phone 77
When the dotter conies to
your house and leaves a pre-
scription, you want that medi-
cine and. want It in a hurry.
Our delivery service is surh
that we 'ore prepared to send
It to you just that way—in a
hurry. There will be no mis-
take about it either, for ex-
perienced pharmacists handle
suet' matters at
Gilberi's Drug Store
Bath MIMICS 17
Fedisfil an d Broadway
P BAD BREATH
14
"Poe months I had armament:staler •tentaeh
snit a.. d all kInd• cfmedicines. My tongno has
been a t1o:4 as gree 3 ea gratis, ay breath hoeing
0 bad odor. Tad weeks ago • friend oeeseosea
0 pearete and after using them Icon willingly and
tort., ily •ay tbat they bare entirely cured DI, I
I irafors let yea know that I abit.1 reeemiread
en2 t, any one suffering from such troubles '
c a. It lisip.iu 110 atylagiou 81.,lisw York, JILT.
best For
The Boweis
Pleasant Pal atsble, Potent Taste Good. Do Alood.
Miser .r ken. Weakens or Gripe, lac. Me Me. N•ver
sow in eolk ?I,. gouoin• stamped C CC.
Illswaass.dio curs or lose llosteey back.
titortiog Remedy Co., Cbicago or N.Y. sell
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Cairo, 111.—Account Presi-
dent Roosevelt—Round trip,
$1.60, October 2 and morning
October 3, return October 5.
Georgetown, Ky— Round
trip $9.30, October 6, 7, 8.
Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
Louisville, Ky.—September
29 to October 5, round trip,
28.95, Rohe Show,
Memphis, Tenn—October 1,
2 and 3, round trip $5.25,
Deep Water Way Convention.
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Richmond, Va., September
29th to October 5th, round
trip $21.75, good returning
October 29th, account general
convention Episcopal church.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. (!oach
excursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broarlway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffice
B. M. PRATHER,
Arent lroion Depot
A Rock In the
By ROBERT BARR.
Itic
r ther of
'The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont," "Tekla," "In the Midst of
Aufma.," "Speculations of John Steele." "The Victors." Etc.
Copyright. IOW. by Robert Barr,
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.
(Continued from last Issue.)
After lunch a dienal drizzle set In
that preseutly Increased to a steady
iownpour, which drove Lermontoff to
ble cabin, and, that room being uupro-
eldest/ With either window or electric
light, the primce struck a match to one
of the candles- newly placed on the
washstand. He ituebed the- elocirte
button summoning the steward and.
giving him some money. asked if there
was such a thing as a piece of stone on
board, carried as ballast or for any
-Aber purpose. The steward said he
would inquire and finally returned
with a sharpening stone used for the
knives in the galley. Belting his door.
termontoff began an experiment and
et once forgot he was a prisoner. He
Wiwi the wash basin with water and,
opening one of the glass stoppered bot-
tles, took out with the point of his
knife a most minute pertion of the sub-
stance within. which he dissolved in
the water with no apparent effete.
Standing the whetsfone up on end, he
ailed the glass syringe and directed a
find vaporous spray against the steno.
It dissolved before his eyes as n sand
castle on the shore dissolves at the
touch of an Ineorning title.
"By St. Peter of Russia." he cried,
"I've get It at last! I must write to
Katherine about this."
Summoning the steward attain to
take away this fluid and bring him an-
other pailful of fresh water, Lerrie n-
toff endeavored to extract some Infor-
mation from the deferential young
T11:211.
"Have you ever been In Stockholm?"
-No, excellency."
"Or in any of the German portsr
"No, excellency."
"Do you know where we are making
far now?'
"No. excellency."
"Nor when we shall reach our deeti-
cation?" •
"No. excellency."
"You have *one prisoners aboard?"
"Three drunken sailors, excellency."
"Yes, that's what the captain said.
Rut if it meant death for a eallor to
be drunk the commerce of the world
would speedily stop."
"This is a government steamer, ex-
cellency, and if a sailor here disobeys
orders he is guilty of mutiny.
merchant vessel they would merely
put him in irons."
-I see. t ow, do you want to earn n
few gold plecesr.
"Excellency has been very generous
to me already," was the noncommittal
reply of the steward, whose eyes nev•
ertheless twinkled at the mention of
gold.
-Well, here's enongh to make n jin-
gle In your pocket, and here are two
letters which you are to try to get de-
livered when you return to St. Peters-
burg."
"Yes, excellency."
"You will do your best?'
"Ye-. excellency."
"Well. if you succeed I'll make your
fortune when l'tn released."
-Thank you, excellency."
That night at dinner the captain
opened a bottle of vodka and conversed
genially on many topics without touch-
ing upon the particular subject of lib-
erty. He partook sparingly of the
stimulant, and. to Lermontors
potntment, It did not in the least loosen
his tongue, and thus, still Ignorant of
his fate, the prince turned In for the
second night aboard the steamer.
When lie awoke next morning he
found the engines had stopped and, CR
the vessel was motionless, surmised it
had reached harbor. He beard the in-
termittent chuck-chuck of a pony en-
gine and the screech of an imperfectly
oiled crane pied guessed that cargo
was being put ashore.
"Ni*'." he said to himself, "if nal
former sentinel is at the door they are
going to take me to prison. If he is
absent, I am to be set free."
lie jumped up, threw back the bolt,
opened the door. There was no one
there. In a very few minntes-he was
on deck and found that the steamer
was lyink in the lee of a huge rock.
which reminded him of Mont St.
Michel in Normaeily, except that It
was about half again as high and three
times as long and that there were no
buildings of any kind upon it, nor, in'
Iced, the least sign of human habits-
t IOU.
The morning was fine. In the east
the sun had just risen and was flood-
lug the grim rock with a rosy light
Except this rock no trace of land
seas visible as far as the eye could see.
Alongside the steamer was moored n
ealling boat with two masts, but pro-
vided also with thole pins and sweeps
for rowing. The sane were furled,
and she had evidently been brought to
the steamer's side by means of the
oars. Into this craft the (Trine was
lowering boxes, bags and whatnot,
which three or four men were etow
lug away. The mate Was superintend-
ing this transshipment, and the cap-
tain, standing with his back against
the deckhouse, was handing one by one
certain papers, which Lermontoff took
to be.bilis of lading, to a young man
who signed in a book for each he red,
ceived. When this transaction was
completed, the young man saluted the
captain and descended over the ship's
side of the sailboat.
"Good morning, captain. At anchor,
1 see," said Lermontoff.
"No, not at anchor. Merely lying
here. The sea Is too deep and affords
II0 anchorage at this point"
"Where gra au ttismuemiti Coiner
The captain nodded his heatt at the
rock, anti Lermontoff gazed at It wen,
running his eyes from top to bottom
without seeing any vestige of civiliza-
tion.
"Mien you lie to the lee of this rock,
and the small boat takes the supplies
ashore?"
elexactly," said the captain.
"The settlement, I take it, is on the
other side. What is it—a liehthous-?"
"There's no lighthouse," said the cap-
tain.
ee"Sort of coastguara, then?"
"Yee. In a way. They keep a look-
nut. Atlid now, high''..'. I see your
"Lfeeisti., your lietlinesee
evercoat is on your back. Have you
tete ensthine in your room?"
'ii a' orifice leughed.
"No, captain: 1 forgot to bring a
eortmanteau with me."
"Then I must say farewell to you
here."
"What. you are not going to maroon
me on that pebble in the °collo '
"You will be well taken care of,
leehnede" .
••What place is this?'
'-it is caliel the TrogemondolT, bigh-
t!. aq, and the water snr:ounding you Is
Ealtic"
'la it nuesilan territery?".
"Vcry, very Itusalaa," returned the
drawing a deep breath. -Ties
ede. if your highness pleases. There
is I! rope ladder, which is Pornotimea n
little unstead;y for a lautisman, so be
careful."
"Oh, I'm aoeuetomed to mpg, ladders.
Elyvaati.
"Hyvaati, your highness."
And with this mutual goodby in
Finnish the prince went down the
swaying ladder.
(To be continued in next bane.)
WILLIAMS' KIDNKT PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
bladder? Hate you a flabby ap-
pearance of the fare torpecialle tinier
the eees? If so, Veil:laws' Kidney
Pills will cure you—at Druggists.
Price 50c.
Williams, Mfg. Co., Props., Cleve-
land. 0.
MEN AhU WM*
1'0 Pie e for an n• cure
• r a rs.44mtlasLon
iriliatious or u)cental.s.,
of m n cue • tnerebranes
Paistinie. awl gab smith
treat or poi.amos.
gala by oratoralea
re Net la Wahl wows
by szpreas, arsim4d. f.
ti • e 3 r. Sz,two t2
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CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now havd Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It 12.W
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and Satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any Of Its
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your °baling dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
15C pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
245c I pt. and bottle: Hie rebate
for bottle.
36c 2 pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
S. II. WINSTEAD
haat Sertitt si Telaphoos Aram
Seventh and Broadway,:
HAS RELIEVED M.t'1 HERE.
Prepare It at Howe by shakily; In-
gredients Well in a game.
What will appear very interesting TO
to many people here is the article
taken from a prominent health jour-
nal, giving a simple prescription, as
formulated by a noted authority.
who claims to cure almost any case of
backache or kidney or bladder de-
rangement, in the following simple
prescription, if taken before the stage
of Bright's disease:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half
ounce;Compound Kargon, one ounce;
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces. Shake well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful doses after each
meal and again at bedtime.
A well-known local druggist, when
asked regarding this prescription
stated that the ingredients are all
harmless, and can be obtained at a
small cost from any good prescription
Pharmacy. He further stated that
while this prescription is often pre-
seribed in rheumatic afflictions with
spieedid results, he could 8013 no rea-
son why It should not be a splendid
remedy for kidney and urinary.trou-
lees and backache, as it hae a peculiar
action upon the entire kidney struc-
ture, cleansing these most important
organs and helping them to sift and
filter from the blood the foul acids
and . waste matter, which cause sick-
ness and suffering. Those who suf-
fer can make no mistake in giving it
a trial.
CHOSE OFFICERS
OF ELECTION FOR SEVENTEEN
COUNTY PRECINCTS.
Commbieloners Met Lest Night and
Conndeted List For November
Election.
Four officers for each of the sev-
enteen county precincts were named
last night by the McCracken county
election ommission. composed of
DONATIONS •
HOME OF FRIENDLESS A ILE
PALL A PRECIATED .
Board of Lady Managers Thank
Those Who contributed to Sup-
port of Institution.
The lady managers of the Home of
the Friendless wish to express their
thanks and appreciation for all do-
nations (luring August and Septem-
ber, and especially Rhodes-Burford
, company, Wm. Hunt, of the Buck's
Range company. Mr. Van Cleve and
Mr. Bocktuan, representing the Char-
ity club coffee, and . all employes
of the store for courtesies shown
'Proceeds of baking day were $101; J.
I L. Friedman, cash, $10; Mrs. William
$5; Capt. W. L. Barry, $2.50;
IFrank Jones, $1; Mrs. Joseph Beer
25c; J. A. Bauer, ice tickets, $7:
Traction company, car tickets and
,light; water company, water; Max
ildahrq, 2041 bushels of coal; Wade
Brown, Earl Joynes, load of coal;
Sexton, sign painting; Brunaon's.
flowers; Henneberger, cutlery; Hank
Beos., Yale looic, brooms, mops; City
Home, Star and l'aducah laundries,
for laundry; John Snow, two bushels.
tomatoes; JamesSieeth, Clemente
Prose Kirby, school supplies; H. W
Walker,. box Ivory soap; Misses Mor-
ton. clothing and treat for children:
Miss Birdie Nash, clothing; Miss Zulu
Cobbs, dozen hats; Mrs. Victor Voris
treat for children; Mesdames Joseph
Gardner, Roll Herring. Chas. Hunt
John George, Frank Rieke, Al Young
clothing; Mrs. Joseph Mattison. milk;
Mrs. George Edwards , fruit; Mrs.
Louis Rieke, bushel potatoes, Louie
Clark for groceries and hauling; to
News-Democrat, Register and Sun for
advertising, and many favors to the
wbueetekhleylupapnidies.market people for
GmAvric GIRL FIFTEEN
TEA ODRS L IS MARRIED-
- St. 
Louie, Sept. 7.—When Jacob
Sheriff John Ogilvie, Attorney .j. S.
 Herten, of Wilderman station, and
Ross and Dr. John Farley. Names 
Mamie George, of Lenzburg. 111..
;w
with "R" following are Republicans; 
alked into the 'Arcade building
"D", Democrats; "J". judge; ecedF.ast 
St. Louis, yesterday morning to
clerk and "8", sheriff. Officers 5p-get a
 marriage license, they attract-
ed an unusual amount of attention
on account of the tallness of the pros
pective bride( She was over 6 feet
tall and her slenderness made her
appear taller. She gave her age to
the marriage license clerk as 17. and
when told that the consent of one of
her parents would be necessary the
couple left and returned with the
einotiound father, Williain
George, who said he would give his
consent.
When asked to sign an affidavit
that the girl was 17 years old, he de-
clined to do so, and surprised those
present by announcing that he would
not make a false affidavit for any-
body, and that his tall daughter was
only 15 years old. This settled the
chances of the couple for securing a
license in Illinois, and they left for
St. Louis, where a license was issued
to them. They were married by
Justice of the Peace Moore. of 1007
('hestnut street. The bridegroom is
an ordinary-sized man, one who
would stand little chant..' with his
amazonian wife or her giant father.
pointed are to have charge of county
precinct. during the regular Novem-
ber election and follow:
Cruet's River—Riley ('ook J.R C1 • .
C. Dyson. C. R. Stokes, Harkes, J. D..
J. . Watson, S. Dt
Florence Station—W. W. Gardner,
J. D., Hawk Derrington, C. D., NV H
Vantlergraph, J. R.. George Fagan, S.
R.
Melber Precinct— J. M. Holder, Jet
R., S. N. Simmons, C. R.. John Hud-
son. J. D., Watt Nance, 13. D.
Massac Precinct.-0--T. C. Overstreet,
J. D., J. P. Newman, C. D.. James
Hines, J. R., L. L. Brown. S. D.
Herndon Precinct—Fritz Schmidt,
J. R., Henry Schneidman, C. R., Will
Yancy, J. D., I.,. T. Polk, S. D.
'Woodville Precinct Baxter Ky-
dendahl. J. D., J. S. Tomlison. C. D.,
T, B. Flowers, J. R., D. L. Lander,
S. R.
Raglan Precinct— Clarence Brane,
.1. R., A. F. Berens, C. R., Henry Al-
, ock, J. De A. J. Reeser. S. D.
Maxon's Precinct—A. C. Dudley, J.
it.. Chester Vence, C. D., A. the Rick-
man. J. D., A. F. Miller, S. R.
Hoverkamp's Precinct—W, T. Har-
rison. J. R., Wi:1 .Husbands. C. H.,
Ben Hoverkamp, J. R., A. N. Sears,
S. D.
Harper's Precinct— Monroe Lewis
J. R., W. H. Dunaway C. R.. Anthony
Poat, J. D., Will Roof S D.
Thompson's Mill Precinct— Rich-
ard Jacobs J. D.. Dirk Hays C. D., L.
L. Downey, J. R., C. C. Thompson S.
D.
Lamont Precinct— Elmer wincing
J, R., Henry Hardy C. R.. W. M. Bry-
an J. D., William Klein S. D.
New Hope Precinct—W. R. Hoek-
er J. D., W. T. Smith C. D., J. P. Mc-
Queen J. R., Bud Coleman S. R.
Milan Precinct—Hulbert Jett J. R.,
Frank Simpson C. R., Bob Nelson J.
D., C. L. Overstreet S. D.
Lang's School House Precinct—J.
J. Sanderson J. D„ Rabb Noble C. D.,
R. C. Farthing J. R., Ed Weathering-
ton S. R.
Rossington Precinct—John Starks
J. R., M. B. Tapp C. R., D. Lucky J.
D.. Robert Kanut S. D.
Grahamville Precinct—W. J. Mat-
lock J. D.. Herbert Anderson C. D.,
E. Neel J. R.. Oscar Coyrell S. D.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
For the comphie oire of Coughs. Colds,
Asthma. and Brottchiti• and all Lung min
niain‘e tending to cousametios. Liv•rworl,
Tar and Wild Chtsery hove for ages main-
tained an established reontatton as a r taadard
Cough Remedy. It con,alne no opium or harm-
fu: drug can be given with safety to children.
Price 41.00. Sold by Alvey & List.
Williams bl g Co., Props., Cleveland. 0,
Gas Made Front Corn Cobs.
A commercial grade of gas Is be-
ing made from corn cobs, hay and
other vegetable matter at Beatrice
Neb., for lighting and fueling. It is
sold at $1.19 per thousand, the low-
est price at which gas is sold in any
city In Nebraska. In quality it is
said to be as good as coal or oil gas.
'Absolutely nothing is said to be used
In manufacturing the gas except farm
!refuse, because of the cheapness of
'the raw material the gas can bo Man-
ufactured and sold at much lower
rates than coal gas.
She—Men seem to take more
chances In the summer than in the
winter. lie -eYtt, I guess there are
more marriagee in the winter.—Yon-
kers Statesman.
DEATH CONIES AT
HOME OF FIANCEE.
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 8.—Frank
Freeman, a young druggist, and son
of Dr. J. F. Freeman, a well known
Democratic politician, died here last
night after a lingering illness, lie
was engaged to be merited to Miss
Maria Schoor, well known socially.
and several days ago, realizing he
could not recover, Miss Schoor had
him removed to her home, where elle
and her mother helped to cheer him
during his last moments. The young
lady is prostrated with grief.
Professor (examining candidate
for legal examination)—Now, sir, let
us suppose that your opponent killed
you, hut not wehout malice afore-
thought, what sentence would you
pass upon him?--Bon Vivant.
—Hume wrote that "All power
rests ultimately on. opinion." Anti
this is true of business ventures even
more than of governments.
Curtain lectures should be deliver-
ed behind the scenes.
Watch the
Label
Paducah Ky.
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
18 Tars' Succas I Indarscd by Business Ilea. Incorporated. 1300.000.
00 failed
27 Centre in 16 Stair.. fee. F. Drzeghod ?ea,
SafeJj/,)Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
h. ova at the Up-to-Date Business Staeob
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED kw.%
EY A COITAL IN lios,t- acan Frioliah. or Illustrating ritt.E by mete
MAIL keeping, 11 Il king, to-IPTvl.: pers
ons In earit'county, desiring to
  8 LI 0 rt nd 1...a • ott,.nd a business college, wlso at ones
manstep, Aritemette, Telegraetty. Ii.tter'CLIP and send this noticts (mentioning this
Writing. Law, MocLanical Drawing, Bust- paper) to Draughen's Practle-s! 
Bus. tulle,30:
PADUCAH, 814 BROADWAY;
or Evenevilles. Memphis or St. Louis.
I:33'1110EO
CATA10001
FREE
FREE
,ATTENIPT TO Pl'ItCHASE
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES'
A Penitentiary Offelise--lkith Pur-
chaser anti Seiler Guilty.
Subsection 15, of sectien 1583 of
the Kentucky statutes provides, that
"Any person or persons, who shall
attempt to prevent, or prevent, any
voter from casting his ballot, shall
be deemed ratty of a felony, and
upon conviction, be confined in the
penitentiary for a period of years, o'r
not less than one nor more than five
years for each offence." •
Section liee-t, of the Kentucky
pers,on guilty of receiving a bribe for
his vote at an election, shall be fitted
from fifty to five hundred dollars and
be excluded from office and suffrage."
And subsection e of said section reads
that "whoever shall receive money or
ether thing of value to be used for
the purpose of procuring or influenc-
ieg a vote or votes shall be deemed
to have been bribed."
Every attempt to purchase a reg-
istration certificate is an attempt to
revent a voter from casting his bal-
let, and renders the offender liable
to the penitentiary ' penalty. And
every voter who receives money or
other thing of value for his registra-
tion certificate, does so for the pun-
toss' of intim tieing his vote, is guilty
ta, being bribed, and is liable to the
penalty fixed by the law.
Section 1591, o (the Kentucky
statutes further provides:—"That
this chapter shall be liberally con-
serued. so as to prevent any evasions
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Batley, Prop.
fewest and beet boOrt In this cell
Ritter $2.00, Two large sample
.007411. ilesth rooms, Electric- Lights
the only centrally located Hotel le
kie city.
COMMERCIAL P1TRONAGE PO
LICPTED,
of its prohibitions and penalties by
shift or device." And further re-
quires. that violations of these laws
shall be "given specially in charge to
the grand jury of every county first
convened after any general election."
The executive committee of the Re-
publican party in Paducah have in-
fermation that attempts have been
made to purchase registration cer-
tificates in this election, and rae pre-
paring the evidence necessary to con-
vict the offenders on warrants to
ibe taken out before the committingmagistrates of the city. ope
'
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FLOWERS
Jeer beautifying your Yards and
extanktes on dower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Sebmaus Rios. for the largest
and iciest ceteplete stock of
flowers ii ci valits in the city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Moth Pho rico 19.2
tIENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
look Binding, Bank Work, Leen'
and Library Wank s epeciaity.
DR. H. T. flessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Office Bourn:
a to 10 a. m. 2 to 4 p.m.
Both Phones 270.
—TIM majority Of today's want
advertimers tt ill secure what t!,
Kalil—CM!  lily may, to' .
"(tying agali.. '
The influence of our life depend
on tee affinence of)eur heart.
EVANSVILLE. l' A 11 C A II AND
('UR() LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE.PADIFI'AH l'ACKETS
(Daily Ersept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hophine leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
•
THE STE tNIElt DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Su nil ay. .Special exeursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or w:thout meals
and room. Good musk and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Paste Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Patitt Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbpugh & C's Office,
First and Broadway.
NT. LOUIS & TENNESSEE MYER
•
PACKET CoMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
Sill mEn ci.YDE
Leatee Paducah for Tennessee River
eatery Welineeday at p. rn
A. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Nee dnesday at 4 p. m.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR COUCHS sorlYallOLDS 7.1s1 Bottle Ire.
AND ALL THROAT ken LUNG TROUBLES. 
UaTe A al TEED SAT ILTFACT013
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
semonominf
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Glauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds af hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Early  Times
And
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
anti medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
a.
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JOnn bah; "It isn't just berg -tong that I mind' It's the ill timed !welter of that 
person next door!"
—Triggs In New York Press.
%Ir.. Mary Story.
MRS. MATHENEY Mrs Marti Story, years of age,died at her home in the Oaks Station
,lieighborhood yesterday afternoon at
4 o'clock of ('ancer of the stomach.
01; I )\4,01.s.r s teo a iingering illness. She was
DIES AT 110%1E. 
the wife of Mr. Lee Story and is cur.WOMAN 
vis ed li live children. She was a
member of the Oakland Presbyterian
ichurch and the funeral was h(ld this
Mrs, fary Story, of Oaks sodium morning at 1 o'clock at the churthN 
Neighborhood,  Scutith. iThe burial was in Oakland cemetery
Itavagee of ti 'nacre-. •
Mrs. Mettle Matheney, 54 years
old, died yesterday afternoon at her
home. S42 Ashbrook asenne, of fevgr
after an illnent of nide weeks. She
was born In Livingston county, but
had been a resident. of l'aducah le
years. She was the wife of Mr. W.
R. Matheney. the huckster and leaves
her husband, two eons aid a daugh-
ter. They are Patrolman George
Starrett, Mr. Drew Starrett and Mot
Zola House. The funeral will be
.% Heavy Corpse.
Near!) 2.01," persons witnessed the
•• . i;lenwood cemetery yes-
la.af./ noon of probably the heav
ver interred in Delaware.
Thc it.m its sere those of Mrs. ,Wal-
. ter Short. aged i's nit, wife of a
well-known farmer ii. ar Green
: Spring, three miles from Smyrna.
:The remains were brought to the cern
etery on a large freight truck. and it
took fourteen men to lower the clue
ket into the grave. The body weighed
725 pounds, and, with casket. 921
pounds.-- Smyrna, Del., dispatch In
conducted tomorrow afternoon at 2 Philadelphia Prees
o'clock at the residence. The buret!.
will be in Oak Grove cemetery. 11" SIP San -want atlas. for results
Fall
Fashions
for Men
Showing the new Fall and
Winter Styles, including
-; Schloss B ros. 4 Co.'s
,
too. f
a •Ko.;;C:
es a..
0•••• • 4.•
swag./
Famous "Correct
Clothes for Gentlemen."
WE most cordiallyinvite you to call
at our store the coming
week, to look over and
get acquainted with the
best and latest fash;ons
in men's wear.
We are especially urgent about this invitation now because fill,
;Is you probably know, is the great time of the year when fash-
ions change, and the advance styles for the corning season are
shown in greatest variety and attractiveness. Our new stock is
lust in and we want you to see it. Never before in all our ex-
perience have we been able to assemble such a splendid line of
stylish garments. Come in while the stock is at its best.
Among the well known brands we eery is that of
the famous house of Schloss Bros. & Co., the style
leaders of Baltimore and New York. This firm has
won a well deserved reputation for making the very
best in gentlemen's wear and its goods are sold by
the swellest shops in all large eities. We have all
their newest and best m 'delft as well as many other
reliable lines. Come in to see them, you are as
welcome to look as to buy.
Harbou Department .5toreI.S North Third St. Jut Off Broadway
IN METROPOLIS
Thomas Woods has gone to Mem-
phis to work at his trade of ship car-
penter.
Mrs. 0. L. Thompson has returned
from a visit to relatives and the fair
at Golconda.
Drew Fritts, who has been away
for several months, has arrived home
Frank Corns is up from a severe
operation.
s-sDr.-t...e'n1  rt, son-in-taw of Cap-
tain J. C. Wills, who for several
weeks has been critically ill, is re-
ported to be improeing fast.
Emett Copeland has arrived home
from a visit in Golconda, where he
was once a cashier in a bank.
Mrs. William Walker has returned
from a pleasant sisit in Golconda.
Mrs. Roy Layman and Miss Claudie
Sieeter are home from the fair at
Golsonda.
Susan Goodioe, the 12-year-old
colored girl, who cut Myra Stalls a
few days ago, has been caught and
is now In the county jail.
Mrs. Rube Shepard and Miss Rita
Mizell ale visiting in St. Louis.
William Clayton, of Paducah
spent Sunday here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulmer Kerr, of Boul-
See Cols are visiting S. B. Kerr and
:amity.
Mrs. J. C. rerreit and Mrs. Carrie
Abbott are visiting in Marion. III.
Hershall Lawrence and. Charles
Gebaurer are home from a visit to
heir former home and the fair at
Golconda.
, Capt Jose ph King visited the fair
at Golconda last week. He arrived
home Sunday.
Clarence Hose has gone to Lebanon
to attend McKendree college for the
next year.
Police Court,
Maggie Wilson, assault and bat-
tery. $111 and coats. Boyd Frazier
drunk, $3 and coats; Wm. Carroll
drunk, $3 and costs; Will Brown
eat trite-leg, $3 and costs.
HI s Neglect.
He used to tell her she was fair,
And she was glad to hear his praise.
He guarded her from danger where
They used to cross crowded ways:
He used to tenderly assist
Her from the carriage or th car:
But now his gallantry is missed
How brief such favor soften are!
He never tels her she is sweet,
He never offer her his arm.
Or guards her in the crowded street
From anything that offers harm.
He used to praise her soulful eyes,
But many years passed since then;
She used to listen with glad sighs
To bear him say the words again.
lie never tells her now that she
Pesteesses charms which make Cad;
Tie never Rifts her gallantly
Across the places that are bad;
Yet do not blame him or declare
With thoughtless haste such is life;
He has no right to call her fair,
The lady is another's wife.
—S. E. Kiser.
A Football, Enthusiast.
1 W. J. Clothier, the tennis sham-
odon. of America, said at a dinner in
Philadelphia:
"Tennis is all very well in its way.
hut what Is the excitement, what is
oie enthusiasm of tennis (simpered
to that of football'?"
"Perhaps tom have heard of that
Pennsylvania guard who, (soiling to
at the end of a football game, whip
Hered to the physician bending over
hIm
• " we win, doctor?'
" 'Yes; hand's down,' the physician
answered.
" 'Never mind that fractured thigh
then, doe.' he read 'Jest take these
looken ̀ teeth' nut of my mouth se's
can " , soossoor.,..;.,
s
STATE PRIMARY I
LAW IN ILLINOIS
Will Be Conaitlered By Legis-
lature
Governor Deneen sends Special Mee.
AND' to (leueral Asst•mbly Urging
11111.
W'ATERWAYS MEASURE IS UP.
Chic.ago, III., Oct. S. --The hotest
political week Springfield has knot% n
for years is the official ft, , *, r
the state capital beginning ttt
night. Gov. Deneen arrived in Spring-1
field after his trip to Memphis a-IT',
President Roosevelt and the MG
sippi saucy governors, and a.
began the preparation of the no se
which the general assembly expects
to receive immediately upon its re-
assembling,
As to the primary law, Gov Deneen
urges the passage of an azt providing
for direct primaries on state, congres-
sional, legislative and county offices,
without the intervention of a con-
vention in any case. He will ask that
the primary law will be clearly con-
stitutional and free from intentional
sections designed to destroy it. He It
will also suggest that the law be
bs a Iwo-thirds Vote in t•
house anti allow it to become effei
inimt-dtately.
Gov Deneen w'll ask the legislat-
ure to remain In sesion until the pri-
mary law Is framed.
Gov. Deneed is expected to urge the
legislature to enact the substantial
features of senate bill 544, now in
the senate, which furnishes the bone
of contention between the sanitary
trustees and Jolk•t.
Both sides wore repres -coed at the
Memphis convetpeon. The Ohicago
Association of Commerce took a lively
interest in the proposition as soon as
the sanitary district missionaries got
into action. In the Joliet delegation
were men closely in touch with the
Economy Light and Powe. company•
who bad something to say in opposi-
tion to the bill.
gabscribe for The Sus.
The waterway bill will be intro-
dueed in the ho age Tuesday im unani-
mous consent cell be proeured. with-
out opposition from Joliet. The bill
is a senate measure and has been re-
ported out of committee there. If it
is introduced in the house it is pos-
sible its friends we ask to have it
considered In conenittee of the wheats
Another proposition is to send It to
the comutittee ese waterways and to
hold Joint teessioes of the senate sod
house committees to consider the bill
If the latter souffle is followed there
will be no outsiders heard, and the
debate all be confined to members of
the committees.
George Ade Fables
The Coming Out Girl and a
Few of Her Keen Gueszcs.
(Copyright. 1)0. 1X3. by Robert Mortar/
Russell.)
"Well.
my •latu.:':-
ter, sr(
start for
the cowl.
try !Ig•••:1
Wee S. "
sued CI .
elderly So
elety 11.1.1
to her 'It
tle Cli:sa
"I's to Ill,.
Su III tiler
Hotel for
it butsgem
Suitt- at a
.... 4 Per Diens
Rate that
- e 's•Wessiseed will pia a
tin-album, 1 II L. LI 1 ILL large. dee!)
OM K. Criwp in-
to Papa's income this year. Yoit n'..e
now at the Pin-Feather Period, anil
Mother must teach you how to Fly. I
have lieen giving a lot of Herd Thought
ta the 3Ian Game for, lo. those many
Moons. and, without passing myself
sny fragrant Cluster of Green Pens, I
think I eta On. Every Vs'oman of Ex
perience ham a private Rogue's Gallery.
She can' give you's Line on the whole
Bunko Brotherhood trim Sammy the
sophomore. who wears a ittlekWIlt`flt-
cake Ins'ead of n rap, up to the de-
erepit old Has-Been who wants to hold
your Hand because you look so much
like his Daughter. Taking the whole
Outfit. from Seventeen to Seventy, I
may add that they are the grandest
Bunch of Shell-Woreers that ever op-
rotted. You are a Mere Child of 19,
with a Baby Stare and a Simple Faith
In Mankind, and you are due to be
Strung unless you Copper about four'
thirds of all that is said to you. There
will be enough Hot Air wasteel around
that Hotel this Summer to keep a Flat
Building nice and warm all next Win-
ter. It behooves you to be Foxy.
otherwise you will be engaged to sq
many at one time that you will get
twisted In your Book-Keeping Mel
overplay your System."
"No doubt I shall make many Ml"
cues," said Isabelle, "and yet I sin
willing to Experiment." -
"I suppose you understand that in
order to be strong with' the 'various
Kinds that will be on your Tetil yntt
f
iettst learn'. to Yoe -a ()Mae 'homes Art-
tat." said Nlother. "Pot:instance, ttiei'e
la the Spring _Lamb with the iithigy
ARE YOU FROM MISSOURI?
We Want to Show You the
Kind of Shoes WE Sell
OWING to the constantly advancing cost of leather many shoe manufacturersare resorting to all kinds of tricks to "keep up the profits" at the expense
of the consume:. They skimp in places where you can't detect it; but our thirty
years in the she business enables us to tell at a glance an honest shoe from a
shoddy one. In order that you may see what kind of shoes you get here, we
have prepared a number of samples Cut Wide Open With a Saw and
showing that oul shoes are all solid leather—No Cut Off Vamps, No
Paper Insoles, No Paper Counters, No Paper Double Soles—
Nothing But Leather.
You are cordially invited to examine these samples closely. It will insure
you shoe satisfaction and save you money.
Look in the Window
Lemiler & Lydon
309 Broadway
We Carry the Union Store Card
, C.sat mm. I Big Shoes. Ile Is Just
home from College. and when he walks
altos the Veranda it sounds like a
Team goilmg over a Bridge. If one of
those S.,uinbs should begin to pursue
you, what would you do 't"
"I sin so inexperienced I hardly
lolue- what to Key." repliei little Isa-
belle. "I Meet. boa ever, Om I wculd
tie it large Can to him, unless there
was a horrible Siiiirtagt.. in the Sup1PY
and 1 had
I, throw
14 a few
U nil e r -
s tudies.
As a rule.
the pluk
faced 4101.
legian is
a little thy
en Collar-
esal and
Inure or
less of a
ii U Ifl UI y
on. any
Topic ex
cept Him-
self. The
way to
make a
Ten-Strike
with him is to feel his Muscles and
him how well his Clothes fit. If yott
Jolly hlm op for three or four Days
you way get a Wee Photograph of
bine and then he %sill bone you for
oue in Return and nail it up in his Deu
and tell all the other Johnnies that
you are crazy about him. The trouble
with the Glad College Youth is that he
has been plucked a little too soon.
Restates I don't think a Man starts
in -to be Good Company until he is
past 2SS."
"And some of theta have a few
Points to pick up after they pass
5S," added Mother. "You seem to be
wise to the very Young Kind. How
about the Bachelor with the Tremolo
Voice who wants to sit about six
inches away, from you all the time
and look you straight in the Eye and
tell you that Life was a Desert until
he bumped into you?"
"That's the Time to hang out the Red
Light." replied Daughter. "I've been
out amoug 'Cu only two Seasons, but
Pt e taken that Boy's Measure all right,
all right. He's the kind that wants
you to lean on his Shoulder and tell
all your Troubles to a True Friend
after he has known you about 20
Minute', and if you hang hack he is
Hurt and seems to think that you do
him an Injustice. He LON got away
with it so often that his Nerve is up:
and as for the nutty-Nifty Talk that
he has learned by Heart, it Is the
Kind enlentated to metre-a Girl asham-
ed of herself unless she starts right
In awl loves him with her whole Soul.
He is a pretty dangerous Proposition.
You can say 'Seat!' to Ferdie the
Freshman, or else send tem on an Er-
rand, but Mr. Arthur Fresh, who is
getting along towards 30, is so accus-
tomed to the Throw-Down that he
arises, dusts hie Clothes, and comes
back with s Smile and treats
the whole incident as a Joke. Then.
If you Repent and try to Square your-
self, the Chances are that he will alit
'until you begin to act real Friendly
and then he will give you the Toss
and hike off after some new Geral-
dine."
"Merciful Mayonnaise!" exclaitned
Mother. "I don't believe I atu quali-
fied to sit on the Side-lines and do
Goliebbir, fee yatto-istm seem to be
Next. Ind they teach you all this at
Boarding-School?"
"Don't give It away," said Isabelle,
"lint tell you on the Q. T. that we
have what is known as the Protective
Order of Buds. The Trifler who goes
up and down the Line springing the
thlff At eine Sight is spotted and
tagged in a Hurry. There are two
ways of handling this Party. One is
to springMe Record on him and kid
him until he lets up. The other is to
believe everything and String him
along. The Second Method is the one
usually employee by all True Melons.
The older the 'llachehlr the bigger the
cinch. Hold on to one of his Coat-
:es:form and look, op at 'him Mid ask
:dm a let of feebte-miteled Quest 111%
about tbe Wicked Word and be will
—
THY CHICK SEEMS
talk for
Hours at a
Time. But
the Minute
the Sun
goes down
you wine
to yeti for
the Chap-
eron moil
you can be
heard in
the next
Tow ashes
That nili
lead II ii.
to believe
that he l-
a (ascii:a:-
lug and
dangerous "you DON'T NEMO TO ar-
isen". It TEND ANY NIGHT. H00/.."
Is always a terrific Hit. I know Aro
Girls who landed flood Theists last
Summer merely by sitting out in a
Hammock and calling for Chaperons.
They used to sit out until Midnight
begging onnebelly to go for a Chap-
eron. and the tlentknnen had to talk
to them for hours In crder to calm
thew and convince theM that the
Wbele Procceeieg was aceortliug to
Hoyle-that is, as long as they were
with Nice Fellows."
"I take off my Bonnet to you," said
Mother. "You don't need to attend
any Night School, There's Just one
other N'ariety. How about the Lone-
some Married Man?"
"You mean the kind that wants to
tell you how sorry be is that he didn't
Sad you before he hooked up with a
Woman who never seems to Under-
stand him, lie is a Sail Affair. He
Is trying to sneak a Return Trip on
the Flirtatiou Route after he aas lost
his Ticket. As a Study he is fairly
Interesting. but the Pursuit of him Is
barred by the Game Laws. The beet
way to quiet him down is to get
friendly With his Wife."
"That (settles it." said the elderly So-
ciety Bird. "Any time that I want a
Hunch I'll hunt up the Young Lady of
Toslay."
MORAL: It's a Wise Mother that
can hand out any New Ones.
Mrs. Roofer (meditatively, over
her book.)—How true this is! Mr.
Hoofer (bracing himse)f)—Well, Ma-
ria, don't keep me in suspense; what
is it about us men?—Puck.
RAILROAD NOTES
Mr. Preasoted.
Charles H. Mullinix, first trick dis-
patcher of the Fulton district of the
Illinois Central, passed through Pa-
ducah this morning en route to Louis-
ville to assume the position of chief
dispatcher of the Louisville district of
the Illinois Central. He succeeds Mr.
P. H. (Cocks)') North, resigned. Mr.
Muilinix is one of the most popular
and enicient dispatchers on the sys-
tem, and has many friends here, who
will be pleased to learn of his de-
served promotion. No successor to
his position in Fulton has been an-
nounced. Mr. North is well known
here where he has often worked, and
it is not announced where he will go
He bits been chief dispatcher of the
division for several )ears.
Engine!. Ed King and bride have
returned from California and the
west after a several week.' tour. Mr
King will report for duty this week
He rens on the Paducah and Louis-
vile districts of the Illinois Central.
Mr. Harry Judd. the Illinois Cen-
tral patternmaker, is out after a brief
illness.
Today the scroll saw for the Illi-
nois Central pattern department is
being set up, and will be in opera-
tion tomorrow.
Mrs, C. W. Wooldridge. wife of the
well known Illinois Central pattern
maker, is Iii of fever at her home,
1R37 Guthrie avenue.
A, H. Egan, superintendent of the
Louisville division of the Illinois Cen-
tral. was in Paciucah .last night and
met at the Palmer with several divis-
ion officials. In the party last night
with Mr. Egan were J. B. Thomas,
chief dispatcher; Addison Franklin
Page, trainmaster: El J. Feeney,
traveling engineer; J. H. Nash, mas-
ter mechanic, and several traveling
men.
This morning Messrs. Kean, Thom-
as, Page and Feeney superintend-
ent, chief dispatcher, trainmaster and
traveling engineer, respectively, left
ter Central City on 'an inspection of
the Paducah district of the
Central.
FOR 1907,
are ready for you to choose from in
both fashions end fabrics. We
have an exclusive and handsome
assortment of both imported and
domestic frabrIcs for your selection,
which we will fit to your figure as
only an artistic tailor can, and will
finish In the best style of the are
Now is the time to order your Fall
suit or overcoat. - 1111
MN" III
H. M. DALTON, Tailor,
403 Broadway, with WArren, the
Jeweler.
INSURANCE AO lE N TS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
nice Phones ("4 369NOW 369
Steam Boller,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Elevator,
Residence Phones Old 726New 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
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